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- we can help.
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Pricing Specialist
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Technical Support

Maximize your time and profit.

Expert
Post-Sales Support

We know you’d rather be selling than staring at a
laptop. So stop. Let our team of experts help you
sell more, install quickly, and enhance your client
relationships.
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Service Implementation
Management

We make cable easy. If you need cable without the
hassle, Telegration is here to help. Put our experts
to work for you.
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Call us today!
1-800-835-4786
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The end of cloud computing?
Sure, it sounds crazy. After all, cloud computing is arguably just really getting
going in terms of acceptance and adoption. Heck, we haven’t even reached the
actual end of legacy phone service, despite VoIP’s promise to displace it for nearly
20 years. Even so, Peter Levine of Andreessen Horowitz makes the case that we
must undergo, if we’re not already undergoing, a return to the edge and distributed
computing in a type of “back to the future” scenario.
For starters, everything that’s popular in technology always gets replaced, says
Levine. “That’s the opportunity and beauty of the business.” So when considering
where “the puck will be in the future,” Levine paints the now-familiar picture of a
world where billions of devices and sensors make up the Internet of Things. And
these devices, for the first time, are collecting massive amounts of “real-word”
data and information.
Keep in mind, we’re not talking about just text, voice and database output here,
but rather all types of sophisticated endpoint devices collecting massive amounts of
information on video streams, images, depth perception, temperature, acceleration,
location and gravity, among other data points. In many cases, the information will
need to be processed and acted upon in real-time – including the use of machine
learning to extract the relevance of that data in real-time.
“With the latency of the network and the amount of information for many of these
systems, there isn’t the time for that information to go back to the central cloud to get
processed in the same way that a Google search gets processed in the cloud right
now,” Levine argues. “And this shift is going to obviate cloud computing as we know it.”
Consider a self-driving vehicle that senses a stop sign, says Levine. If data has
to go back to a data center to decide it’s a stop sign, “the car would blow through the
stop sign before that data came back from the cloud saying, ‘Hey you need to stop.’”
In many cases, machine learning will be needed to decipher the nuances of the
real-world information in real time, and the algorithms and applications employing
machine learning will run at the endpoint, not in the cloud, Levine predicts.
In Levine’s future, self-driving cars, which already carry impressive amounts
of processing power, are effectively “a data center on wheels,” he says, “and a drone
is a data center with wings; and a robot is a data center with arms and leg.” Pull
together these cars, drones, robots and billions of sensors and devices, and you
have a massive distributed computing system at the edge of the network.
Not that the cloud goes away. It becomes “the last point of information storage,”
says Levine, where important information still will get stored, as well as where learning occurs before it is pushed out to the edge, where the most important decisions
are made. Ultimately, it’s a matter of “agility over power,” says Levine, where the
cloud remains the most powerful, but the edge is faster, smarter and more agile.
No, were not going to proclaim: “The cloud is dead.” But Levine’s vision certainly
provides lots to think about moving forward.
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How important is it to you to have a hybrid
cloud strategy–incorporating elements of both private
and public clouds–versus just a public or private cloud one?
3%

Wisconsin Company Employees
Get Microchipped

dinCloud Unveils
Customer Service Bot
Important
Neutral
Not at all Important

35%

dinCloud announced the availability of a full62% robot, dubbed “James,” designed to
service virtual
help organizations deliver a better experience to
employees and customers. The virtual robot runs
in the cloud, as a service, and requires no coding
or configuration by customers, said the company.
How will your hybrid cloud strategy change
James is tasked with testing and documentover the next two years?
ing the performance and availability of services
that are important to an organization. For exam21%
ple, it can validate
the reliance
customer
experience
on
Increased
on public
cloud services
an e-commerce
site,
the
payroll
calculation
proIncreased reliance on on-premises
ability (at least not yet). The process is cess in an organization’s
ERP software, or other
No change expected
similar to getting a vaccination with a critical services. James can test the user experisyringe, say representative of BioHax, ence 24/7
on systems such as SAP, Salesforce,
54%
while taking it out is similar to remov- Sage and Microsoft Dynamics.
25%
ing a splinter.
Whereas traditional monitoring tools have
Already relatively common are
a system-level perspective, dinCloud’s virtual
microchips implants in pets so they
robot service sees through the eyes of the
can be found if lost, and companies in user, said the company. It also can be rolled
What
percentage
of your
hybrid
cloud
infrastructure
Sweden, Belgium
and Australia
have
out in
less time
than
it takes to onboard a new
is
on-premises
versus
public
cloud?
been implanting chips into people for employee. All setup, configuration, changes
some time. But this is believed to be and maintenance are performed by dinCloud.
3%
9%
the first employee-chipping 11%
program
Customers
have a dashboard for reviewing
in the U.S.
performance
13% in real-time and also receive
Greater
thanbased
90% on-premises
Nonetheless, earlier this year, law- alerts via email
or text
on thresholds
to 90%
on-premises
makers in Nevada introduced a bill that that dinCloud 75%
helps
users
establish.
50% to 74% on-premises
would make it a felony to require some“Often, organizations receive calls from cus25% to 49% on-premises
one to be implanted 30%
with a chip.
tomers or employees
noting
that some process
10% to 24%
on-premises
is broken. While
generally
has monitoring
LessITthan
10% on-premises
tools35%
in place, there is still a gap in knowing, and
actually seeing, what the user experience is like.
Percentage of shoppers who said they
Even if the software is not ‘down,’ it could still
would rather have instant access to
Source: Forbes Insights; Cisco; survey
of 302user
IT executives
impact
productivity,” said Ali Din, general
quality customer service through AI
manager
and
CMO at dinCloud. “James can
than preserve the jobs of customer
proactively
and
precisely point out these issues.
service reps, according to a survey
This
way,
the
help
desk isn’t reliant on users
from PwC.
calling to report the issue, if they even do call.”

Many miles from Silicon Valley, a
River Falls, Wis. company is offering to
implant chip technology into the hands
of all its employees. Three Square Mare Service
Providers
ket, a provider of break room vending
machines, expected more than 50 of its
79%
80-some employees to be voluntarily
bio-chipped at an office “chip75%
party” held
in early August.
71%
“We foresee the use of RFID tech63%
nology to drive everything
from making
purchases in our office break room
58%
market, opening doors, use of copy machines, logging58%
into our office computers, unlocking 58%
phones, sharing business
cards, storing medical/health informa50%
tion, and used as payment at other RFID
33%
terminals,” said CEO, Todd Westby.
“Eventually, this technology will become
standardized allowing you to use this as
your passport, public transit, all purchasing
opportunities, etc.”
40%
60%
80%
Three
Square
Market
is
working
pondents Rating 6 or 7
with Swedish company, BioHax International, to deliver the new technology,
which is described as similar to a chip
on a credit card with no GPS tracking

64%

mation from any equipment, devices or

4%

63%

47%
42%

Telecommuting growth since 2005

Home Sweet Homers
39%

150%
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% growth since 2005

32%

According
to the latest figures from FlexJobs
24%
and Global Workplace Analytics, 3.9 million
24%
U.S. employees, or 2.9 percent of the total
17%
U.S. workforce, work from home at least half
16%of the time, up from 1.8 million in 2005 (a
13% 115% increase since 2005). The average
11% telecommuter is 46 years of age or older,
has at least a bachelor’s degree, and earns a
11%
higher median salary than an in-office worker.

Non-telecommuters

100%
50%

36%

55%

61%

66%

73%

3%

4%

80%

91% 102%

26%
4%

0%

115%

Telecommuters

5%

9%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Source: FlexJobs; Global Workplace Analytics

Connect to over 9.6 million loca�ons in the U.S. and
450 networks across the globe

Enterprises Choose Global Capacity's
Hybrid SD-WAN for:
 The most flexible SD-WAN access options
 Improved application and cloud performance
 Diverse access services - Ethernet, Broadband,

MPLS, and Wireless

 Simplified design, price, service migration

and turn-up

 Secure, reliable connectivity
 One consolidated bill

solutions@globalcapacity.com
www.globalcapacity.com/SD-WAN
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Will AI be ‘Weaponized’?
A full 62% of security experts
believe that artificial intelligence
(AI) will be weaponized and
used for cyberattacks within the
next 12 months, according to
a survey by Cylance of infosec
experts at the recent Black Hat
USA conference.
“While AI may be the best
hope for slowing the tide of
cyberattacks and breaches,
it may also create more advanced attacker tactics in the
short-term,” said a Cylance
blog post on the survey.
While the majority of those
surveyed said that they felt there was a high possibility that AI
would be used offensively, 32% said that there wasn’t a possibility of that happening, and 6% said they didn’t know. It was noted, however, that the potential use of AI as an offensive weapon
wouldn’t slow the use of AI as a defensive tool.

Trend Micro to Invest
$100m in Emerging Tech
Trend Micro has created a $100 million global venture fund targeting startups
in emerging technology sectors, such
as IoT. In addition to capital, portfolio
startups will gain access to Trend Micro’s
technology and its channel of more than
28,000 partners.
Trend Micro said that working with startups will allow it to unearth insights into new
business models, market gaps and skill
shortages. “These learnings will influence
Trend Micro’s cybersecurity solution planning across the company,” the firm said in
an announcement.
Establishing a separate venture capital
unit also provides Trend Micro “additional
freedom” to explore new areas of technology “without disrupting core business resources,” the company said.

MetTel Launches Auto-Connecting ‘IoT Single SIM’
The futuristic dream of the universal, invisible and always-on Internet
of Things (IoT) is one step closer,
says MetTel, which recently announced the first SIM that intelligently
roams to identify and automatically
and securely connect to the strongest
signal globally. MetTel says its IoT
Single SIM ensures the best
possible connectivity no matter
the device or location, changing the game for supply chain
complexity, retail issues, home
health care and other industry
challenges.
Leveraging the coverage of
four major U.S. and 650 worldwide carriers, MetTel’s Single
SIM offers real-time data onsession activity that provides a
current view of product status
and location on anything from a mobile phone to a jet engine. It also archives the past 48 hours of sessions
for reference and analysis. Geo-fencing gives the MetTel IoT Single SIM
the ability to proactively self-report
10
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when it has entered special zones or
reached its destination, so businesses
are making informed decisions with
always-on mobile tracking, engineering and analytics.
“The Single SIM is but one key part
of the holistic approach MetTel takes
to IoT,” said Max Silber, vice president

of mobility and IoT, MetTel. “With always-on connectivity that isn’t dictated
by device, carrier or location, this solution can effectively decrease mobility
costs for major organizations, increase
supply chain automation capabilities,

July - August, 2017

and bring telehealth connectivity and
deployment into rapid adoption.”
While IoT Single SIM currently
resides on a hardware chip, it utilizes
an eSIM-ready infrastructure. eSIMbased technology changes the way
SIM profiles are managed, says MetTel. Conceptually, an eSIM can host
multiple profiles and work
with all form factors, morphing from one type of carrier
SIM to another, thereby making it universal. Although the
eSIM has not yet arrived on
the market, similar capabilities can be realized today
with the MetTel IoT Single
SIM, says the company. The
difference is that the eSIM’s
self-contained IMSI identity
marker allows it to autonomously shift forms while MetTel’s
version boasts unlimited IMSI in the
cloud, providing MetTel and its clients with greater control over the IoT
Single SIM’s transformations from
one carrier network to another.

4

We’re ready to talk small business.
Join the Ooma Office Partner Program
and earn 4x MRR and more.

X

MRR

It’s a great time to sell Ooma Office. Not only is it one of the most flexible small
business phone systems available, but PCMag readers selected it the #1 VoIP
provider for small business for three years running. Not a bad calling card.

Calling all Partners
Ooma Office is a perfect fit for small businesses with 20 users or less—with all the enterprise-grade
features your customers need, none of the pricey bells and whistles they don’t. Even better,
the Ooma Office Partner Program makes selling and referring the Ooma Office system a smart
business decision for you.

Partner with the enterprise-grade
phone service built for small business
Learn more about the Partner Program, territories, and
payment plans. Visit ooma.com/office-partners or call our
representatives at 1-888-9500-VAR.

Subject to the terms and conditions of the Ooma Office Partner Program.
PCMag.com Business Choice logo is a trademark of Ziff Davis Inc. Used under license. Reprinted with permission.
© 2017 Ziff Davis, LLC. All rights reserved.
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IntelligentTransport
By Tara Seals

The industrial
internet to
write a
new channel
chapter

12
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W

ith so many new industrial devices and systems
being connected to the internet, doors are starting
to open for smart use cases, such as just-in-time
electric capacity provisioning and automated
analytics for HD traffic surveillance.

To prepare for the everything-connected
future, enterprises will turn to savvy channel partners to connect wireless sensors
and machine-to-machine (M2M) devices
via short-range communications such as
Wi-Fi; that traffic can then be pooled at a
router and backhauled over fiber or cable.
And, mobile operators are looking at new
plays for their wider-range connectivity as
well as LTE advances.
Indeed, the industrial internet opportunity is significantly ramping up as the
smart-everything vision continues to build
out. The idea is to make use of sensor network arrays to gather intelligence in realtime, in order to make on-the-fly decisions
that result in greater efficiencies and better
outcomes across the board. From there,

July - August, 2017

it becomes possible to link horizontally
connected projects that make up a fabric
of intelligence. It’s not just smart verticals,
it’s also smart cities, smart states, smart
countries and eventually, a smart planet.
According to 2017 stats from Boston
Consulting Group, B2B spending on smart
technologies, apps and solutions will reach
$267 billion by 2020, with 50 percent of that
driven by discrete manufacturing, transportation and logistics, and utilities. Spending
on the applications is predicted to generate
$64.1 billion in the same timeframe, while
analytics will reach $21.4 billion.
Predictive maintenance, self-optimizing
production and automated inventory management are the three top uses cases driving market growth through 2020, according

Power up your
business in China
with Telstra

China’s rise as a global economic powerhouse offers
vast opportunities for businesses globally. Like you, we recognise the
business potential of China – having been active there for almost 30 years.
Through our joint venture Telstra PBS, we partner with local service providers to offer the following services:

32 Points-of-Presence
in 27 key cities

IPVPN licences for
29 provinces

Internet access across
nine provinces

Data centres in Tianjin
and Chongqing

Why Telstra and Telstra PBS
Licenses
Telstra PBS is a foreign invested telecoms provider with IDC,
IPVPN, Internet Access and ICP licenses in Mainland China.
Beijing

Telstra PBS

Coverage

Services
Comprehensive one-stop solution for customers requiring
services into and out of China.

Tianjin

Professional
Self-operated data centres in Tianjin and Chongqing.

Shanghai
Chongqing

Shenzhen

PoPs

Alliances
Strategic alliances with China’s top telecom providers.

DCs

For more information, contact the Telstra Channel Team at
usapartners@team.telstra.com | tel.st/TPP

Thrive in Asia, Thrive with Telstra
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thews, senior vice president for
North America at ALE. “In this new
position, Lisa will use her skills and
experience to grow sustainable revenue for ALE through the channel and

are expected by 2022 in most markets, with 5G standards starting to
shake out about then.
5G, which will encompass
multiple networks, including LTE,
small cells, and Wi-Fi and other
unlicensed spectrum technoloEstimated Global loT Device Installed Base
Skills Gap
gies, will provide 1,000 timesOverall
the
current available capacity, with
Nearly half believe the skil
30
Enterprise loT Devices
links capable of offering a fiberlike 1Gbps throughput. This is a
Government loT Devices
dream for supporting the industrial
15
internet, but the logistics have a
33%
long way to go: This vision will
2
require 10 times the cell sites that
exist today, and 10 times the spec0
trum, making for a big expansion
2015E
2016E
2017E
2018E
2019E
2020E
of operators’ spectral holdings
in both licensed and unlicensed 13%
Source: Business Insider
frequencies
Estimated Global loT Device Installed
Base (and a great deal of
future regulatory debate). Getting
30
loT Devices
develop Enterprise
a collaborative
knowledgethere will also take at least a 10X
automated inventory management,
Growing
Growing
Agricultural Companies Are Using Sensors to Collect Data
significantly moderately ch
sharing
environment
where
ALE
improvement
in
spectral
efficiency
remote
patient
monitoring,
smart
for Precision Farming
Government loT Devices
and its partners
can meet the digital
thanks to better radio interfaces
meters, track and trace, connected
Source: CompTIA, survey of 6
Estimated
Amount of Data
Generated
by the Average
transformation needs of customers.”
and core networks.
cards, distributed
generation
and
15
5,000,000
Connected
Farm management and deSuffice it to say that achieving the
storage, fleet
5G vision will require a significant remand response.
architecting and densification of the
Networks are shifting to accomNot to be outdone, mobile carnetwork as we know it today.
modate this. For instance, technolriers are embracing the industrial
0
But there’s the
next generaogy in transport is shifting from
opportunity
as
well,
thanks
to
new
2,500,000 2017E
2015E
2016E
2018E
2019E
2020E How importa
tion of LTE standards, beginning
legacy systems to scalable LAN and standards work in LTE. This too will
cloud strate
with release 13, that will offer an
WLAN IP solutions, and the market
open
new revenue
avenues for
Source:up
Business
Insider
and public c
initial path to an entirely new value
is starting to see the rise of hardchannel partners.
ened network components that can
0
support the transition to Intelligent
Agricultural Companies Are Using Sensors to Collect Data
for Precision Farming
Transportation Systems.
Scenting this opportunity, ALE,
Estimated Amount of Data Generated by the Average
operating
under
35%
5,000,000
Connected Farm
Source: Business
Insiderthe Alcatel-Lucent
Enterprise brand, recently announced the appointment of Lisa
Simpson as vice president of channel sales and distribution strategy in
2,500,000
North America. Simpson will be responsible
for driving
revenue
5G Upgrade
Drivers:
Usegrowth
Cases, per Mobile Service Providers
How will you
in the channel by expanding the
over the nex
company’s North American
reseller
loT
79%
0
and distributor base, and developing
HD and UHD video services
75%
21%
new opportunities to support partFaster
71%
ners in
keybroadband
vertical internet
markets, in particular in education and transport.
63%
Real time gaming
Source: Business Insider
“Lisa’s appointment reinforces
AR/VR
58%
our commitment to business
growth
proposition for mobile operators and
through
the channel
With rollouts expected to start
Tactile
low latency
touch and and
steer support for
58%in
our customers in North America’s
the late 2017/early 2018 time frame, channel partners alike, well ahead
25%
58%
Factory automation
of 5G becoming a reality.
vertical markets,” said Charles Matfull advanced LTE implementations
Installed Devices (Billions)

Installed Devices (Billions)

to BCG. The firm found that the 10
most valuable use cases include
the ability to use sensors to predict
when machinery will need to be repaired, self-optimizing production,
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cloud strategy–incorporating ele
and public clouds–versus just a
3%
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With all of these improvements,
it becomes possible to do things
such as affordably place high-speed
cellular radios in manufacturing
plants and factories. With high-

Critically, release 13 modules are
high-bandwidth, supporting 5Mbps
uplinks and 10Mbps downlinks.
They’ll also be affordable, costing
$5 to $10 per module, which is in

Source: Business Insider

5G Upgrade Drivers: Use Cases, per Mobile Service Providers
loT

79%
75%

HD and UHD video services

71%

Faster broadband internet
63%

Use Cases

Real time gaming
AR/VR

58%

Tactile low latency touch and steer

58%

Factory automation

58%

Medical emergency situations

50%
33%

Autonomous driving
25%

Disaster alerts
13%

Connected car software update
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Percent of Respondents Rating 6 or 7
Source: IHS

line with 2G telematics options. They speed data transfer and low latency
it’s possible to perform real-time
also boast a 10-year battery life,
analytics and decision-making,
which makes them highly applicable
which will make an even longerto industrial, automated environterm impact on the industrial sector.
ments where IoT
sensors
are
remote
or
Connected Endpoints
difficult to reach for battery changes. For instance, it becomes possible
Does your organization gather data or information from any equipment, devices or
to affordably support applications
They are alsoother
designed
in such a
connected endpoints?
such as HD video surveillance for
way that they will have much better
Data center IT Equipment
63%
real-time traffic alerts and remote,
in-building penetration.
Cameras/Surveillance Equipment

47%

Smartphones & End User Devices

150%

32%

Non-telecommuters

% growth since 2005

Stop Giving Customers Away,
100%
17% Be Your Own Service Provider

Environmental Sensors

24%

Industry Specific/Field Equipment

24%

Automobiles/Fleet Equipment
Factory Equipment

16%

Retail Operations & Physical Advertising

13%

Devices in Supply Chain

11%

Medical Devices

11%

Other

Telecommuting growth since 2005

39%

Building and Other Structures

15%

value proposition within
the industrial
25%
opportunity as being made up of
three parts: connectivity, platforms
and applications.
“We can’t justWhat
offerpercentage
a cellular- of your hybrid
is
on-premises
versus public clo
enabled end device. We can support
a set of assets connected via satel3%
11%and we 9%
lite, mesh, Wi-Fi and cellular,
13%
need to provide a level of security
and management across those,”
Khan said. “We have a multi-network
strategy – we recognize
30% that we have
to play with others.”
Khan noted that AT&T is looking
35%
for ways to interface with enterprise
platforms such as SAP or Saleforce.
Source: Forbes Insights; Cisco; survey of 302 IT exe
com, including offering a path to integrate the provider’s control center
connectivity management platform
into the mix. o

42%

Data center Facilities Equipment

52%

real-time, long-distance
medical
35%
procedures in rural communities.
Against this backdrop, channel
62
partners have an opportunity to sell
the hardware and the connectivity,
but also value-added services including managementHow
andwill
bundles
around
your hybrid
cloud strate
the data itself – such
as analytics,
over the
next two years?
tailored to specific verticals.
21%
AT&T is thinking along
these
lines. According to Mobeen Khan,
associate vice president of industrial
IoT solutions at AT&T Mobility Busi54
ness Solutions, AT&T sees its own

50%

Telecommuters

36%

4%

61%

66%

26%
4%

0%

55%

5%

9%

4%

3%

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2

Source: FlexJobs; Global Workplace Analytics

Source: 451 Research

Profit Margins vs.
Agent Commissions

Time
Invested:
Less Than
One Day

1%

Please describe how your organization plans to fund its IoT Initiative/projects

Incorporated Into Overall IT

Capex/Opex
Budgets
Channel
Vision
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What is the primary reason your organizat
or will not deploy an SD-WAN?

blulogix.com

Funding for IoT Initiatives
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Growth in
Corporate Value

Too insecure
63%

2%

Need a service with
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A Single Source
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Cloud, Security and
Management Needs.
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will expand your service portfolio,
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your churn. There are no minimums,
no commitments, and we offer training,
sales engineering and marketing.
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& Servers

Disaster
Recovery

Managed
Services

Security
& Compliance

Hosted
PBX

Network
Engineering
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Keep it (Not-So) Simple
By Yulia Duryea

Avoiding
SD-WAN
Oversimplifications
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imple can be great. Simple can be better than great,
actually. Fresh-baked bread plus butter equals simple
and beyond great. Fresh blackberries still warm from
the sun plus homemade whipped cream is simple
and greater than great. I’m first in line for that. Pinot noir plus
glass plus sunset … you get the picture.

Simple can be great, but sometimes
the desire to keep things simple leads to
the risk of oversimplifying something that
shouldn’t be. That risk definitely exists in
the technology world, where customers so
often wish that every solution would come
in a shrink-wrapped box – prepackaged and
ready to simply plug and play. That expectation may be appropriate for plugging in a
desk phone at a new employee’s desk. You
expect that phone to work and immediately
hear a ring tone. The difficulty comes when
customers want every IT solution to come
in a one-size-fits-all package. This is when
simplicity crosses over the border into oversimplification, and nothing good happens to
customers or their channel partners in the
land of oversimplification.
Oversimplification is particularly seductive to mid-market customers, which
are caught in the gap between the small
business market (that truly does have
plug-and-play solutions for so many IT
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challenges) and the large enterprise market (where deep pockets can simply throw
money at IT needs to get where they want
to go). Mid-sized companies look longingly at their smaller cousins and much
bigger cousins and naturally wish their life
was that simple in terms of IT. It’s hard to
look at the consumer-style, plug-and-play
IT solutions that are available to small
businesses and not be a bit jealous if
you are a mid-sized company with much
more complex IT needs. And it’s also hard
to look at how large enterprises simplify
the heck out of complex IT projects by
spending seemingly limitless budgets on
outside vendors that carry the burden
managing their IT solutions.
No one can blame mid-sized companies for wanting simplicity. They look
around and see everyone else eating
warm-to-the-touch bread with butter and
nibbling berries with cream, and they
want the same thing. I get it. But all too

Virtual Realities
often that desire for simplicity
makes mid-sized companies put
their channel partners in a bind by
asking for simplicity when simplicity is actually a recipe for failure.
They want plug-and-play when a
one-size-fits-all solution is doomed
to failure from the get-go. It’s a trap
that I see in action firsthand in so
many conversations with customers, particularly about SD-WAN
implementations. These customers
know they need to upgrade from
their outdated, underperforming,
barely-holding-it-together WANs,
but they are exhausted by the idea
of a complex IT project before it
even gets underway. That is particularly true with mid-sized customers, for which every IT project
is complex given the legacy equipment they rely on and their limited
budgets. For once, they want one
of these projects to be as simple
as pinot and a setting sun, and so
many companies seem to be pin-

ning their hopes for that simplicity
on an SD-WAN implementation.
What does that mean for resellers? It means RFPs with unrealistically simple project scopes from
new customers that are hoping and
praying that a new SD-WAN will be
a matter of a few clicks and voila!
It means off-by-a-mile expectations
from existing customers who ask
for a proposal for an SD-WAN project that they can pull out of a box
like a new iPhone. These expectations set the channel partner up for
failure … but enough of the doom
and gloom. Let’s all have a sip of
pinot and a spoonful of berries and
take a deep breath, because SDWAN implementations don’t have
to fall into the oversimplification
trap. In fact, resellers can turn this
simplicity temptation into an advantage that helps them deliver a
powerful value proposition to customers and lay the groundwork for
a successful implementation.

Prepare for
Q3 SPIFFs

Turning that potential trap into
an asset isn’t magic. It’s logic. Because even though customers want
simplicity, they know oversimplification when they see it, and they
know that is not a path to success.
There will be no shortage of resellers who will seek to take advantage
of customers’ cravings for simplicity
by making sales presentations that
make SD-WAN planning and implementation look as easy as pie. Well,
guess what? Anyone who has ever
made a pie knows it ain’t easy. Pie
takes careful planning, and so does
SD-WAN. Customers know deep
down that SD-WAN can’t be as
easy as so many vendors are trying to make it out to be. Customers
know deep down that a one-sizefits-all approach doesn’t work for
a pair of flip-flop sandals let alone
a complex SD-WAN project. They
need to know the truth, and being
the only one who is trying to truly
be a partner rather than just making

netcarrier
telecom

Summer Is Coming

VOICE PRODUCTS:
(PRI/Digital/SIP/Analog – access not included)
MRC <$1,000 = 100% MRC
MRC >$1,000 = 200% MRC
nCloud PBX:
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Virtual Realities
a sale can help you stand out from
the crowd.
Your team is probably already
fielding a lot of questions from
customers about SD-WAN. If you
aren’t yet, you will shortly. IDC estimates that as many as 75 percent
of U.S.-based companies will have
implemented or plan to implement
a SD-WAN solution within the next
two years, as businesses continue
to move mission-critical data into
Don’t know
enough about it the cloud, and as employees rely
more and more on a combination
of public and private connections
to do their jobs. All of those cloudbased applications and mobile applications put stress on traditional
WANs that they were not originally
designed to handle. After all, WANs
are decades-old technologies that
literally predate the Internet. They
have survived because of incredNo real need
ible durability that made them
a solid foundation for corporate
computing. But WANs are showing

What is the primary reason your organization has not yet deployed
or will not deploy an SD-WAN?

1%

Too insecure

2%

Need a service with
predictable loss/latency

S

38%

12%
Still under service

provider contracts

15%

Too expensive

16%
The technology is too new

16%
Source: Cato Networks; survey of 350 IT professionals

Expand your high-speed portfolio with Wave Wholesale
Our team is dedicated to assisting our partners with complex
designs, quick and competitive quote intervals, and flexible
contract terms. We look forward to providing you with a brand
new experience in Wholesale.

Wavelength

Vancouver, BC

Washington

Oregon

• 10 Gbps to 100 Gbps connectivity options
• 52 on-net data centers along the West Coast

Carrier-class Ethernet Access
• Diverse route options and specialized builds
• 3,500 fiber-fed on-net buildings and growing

California

Contact us today about our TDM-to-Ethernet
transition credit.
1-800-246-2455

wavewholesale.com
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Using multiple last-mike services (MPLS, broadband, 4G/LTE)

66%

Link load balancing

61%

Central network policy creation, deployment and enforcement

60%

Policy-based routing by application type and link quality

54%

SLA-backed guarantee for network latency

54%

Packet loss elimination techniques such as forward error correction

54%

Deduplication and compression

45%

Source: Cato Networks; survey of 350 IT professionals
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their age in a number of ways:
• They suffer from performance problems for cloud-based applications
that are difficult to ignore, affecting
both internal operations and customer experience;
• They lead to frustratingly poor sound
quality for VoIP phone calls;
• They create delays and errors in
data backups;
• They are difficult and time-consuming to expand in order to add
more data capacity or connect out
to new branches and offices; and
• They have stunningly high maintenance costs, as well as the cost of
supplemental connectivity services to make up for shortcomings.
Customers who are sick and tired
of those problems quickly go through
the five stages of grief and arrive at the
decision that they need to upgrade to
an SD-WAN, which is far better suited
to a cloud-based, mobile computing
world. Customers know they want an
SD-WAN, but they don’t want it to be
painful. And that is where oversimplification becomes a temptation. That is a
danger for channel companies but also
an opportunity.
Customers want SD-WAN to be
simple, but as soon as they hear the
words “one size fits all,” they know
immediately that that is not the path
they want to go down. Too many
companies talk about SD-WAN as if
it’s just one thing, but it isn’t. There
are as many flavors of SD-WAN
implementations as there are companies that will use it. That is because
every SD-WAN needs to be customized to match a long list of characteristics of the end-user company today,
and be designed to adapt to how the
company will grow over time. There
are common elements, of course,
but SD-WAN implementations are
all unique, because they have to be.
And customers will get that if you tell
them and back it up with examples.
Here are three quick examples to
illustrate why one-size-fits-all doesn’t
work when it comes to SD-WAN. Each
of these is an actual, mid-sized cus-
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tomer that has recently done an implementation with our team:

Life Savers

A nationwide provider of healthcare
and charitable services to underprivileged populations and disasterstricken areas wanted to upgrade to
an SD-WAN from its mixed legacy
system that connected 125 different
operations centers and offices via a
traditional WAN combined with IPbased services. Key needs related
to its operational model included:
1. H
 ighly resilient access to connectivity ensures that operations would stay up and running even during disasters;
2. C
 onsistent quality of services
across all offices to ensure
that they could provide excellent support to populations
around even their smallest
offices; and
3. P
 rioritization of certain applications that were involved in
literally life-saving activities,
given their focus on healthcare
and emergency response.
In response to those needs, the
SD-WAN implementation included
a single operations center for the
entire network, giving the organization the ability to manage routing
decisions during crisis situations.
The SD-WAN was also designed to
take advantage of dual broadband
access loops to ensure that even
small, remote offices get adequate
support. The SD-WAN was also
tuned to provide specialized support
to applications that are directly involved in life-saving activities.

of its life-cycle. As a result they wanted
to upgrade to an SD-WAN that would
achieve a specific checklist of needs:
1. A network that would provide
equal support to every office so
that connectivity and IT performance was uniform regardless
of where their facilities were located;

2. Improved call quality for their VoIP
solution, given how much of its customer interaction is done via phone
rather than other means; and
3. Increased bandwidth, but with an
eye on budget given the limited
operational expenditures it wanted to have on an ongoing basis
for meeting its data needs.

Pioneer has joined AT&T’s Partner Exchange to offer an easy, cost-effective way
for your customers to be assured of business continuity.

On the Farm

A manufacturing company that
specializes in farming equipment
had operations with 35 sites located
primarily in rural locations with limited telecommunications infrastructure, and they were experiencing
many of the challenges discussed
above when a WAN reaches the end

*MRR only. Minimum 1 year contract required. Offer good through 2017.

Call or email today to learn how Pioneer Telephone can meet your needs:
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The SD-WAN implementation focused on a hybrid SD-WAN that was
combined with a UCaaS that gave
high-quality voice service based on
how the SD-WAN was tuned to prioritize voice calls. The SD-WAN also was
designed to dynamically route traffic in
a way that balanced operational costs
for various types of bandwidth with the
goal of providing uniform service to
each of the company’s sites.

Personnel Services

A professional services company in
the human resources and employment
services field with dozens of North
American offices that were connected
with a legacy VPN-based system
dependent on routing equipment that
was obsolete needed an SD-WAN
upgrade. Based on an analysis of its
network infrastructure and how its
business needs were evolving, we
identified the following key criteria for
the SD-WAN strategy:
1. Eliminate expensive MPLS loop
costs that were contributing to the
cost of the legacy WAN;
2. M
 ove away from costly data center infrastructure that housed the
antiquated routing equipment as
the heart of the old system;
3. P
 rovide centralized management
of the network that enabled the

company to more efficiently manage its use; and
4. Optimize the network’s design to
support key needs such as video
collaboration, voice communications and file sharing.
The resulting implementation was
a standalone SD-WAN implementation with architecture designed
around broadband/broadband loops
and cellular wireless networks. This
customer also needed help with the
ongoing management of its network
traffic to free up its team for other IT
responsibilities.
Three companies, three dramatically different SD-WAN strategies and
implementations. A one-size-fits-all
approach would have been a terrible fit
for all of these organizations.
Your customers know their company is not a carbon copy of the midsized business down the street. They
are unique, and their SD-WAN needs
to be unique as well, otherwise it won’t
come close to meeting their needs.
By educating customers about the
dangers of oversimplifying SD-WAN –
with the help of the right language and
the right examples – you will position
yourself as the straight talker that isn’t
just trying to sell them a solution in a
box. You are trying to save them from
a common mistake that will be costlier

in the long-run. Ideally, an SD-WAN
implementation begins with a comprehensive review of the company’s
technology needs and business strategy, a detailed discussion of where the
company is headed in the future, and
development of an SD-WAN plan that
is tailored to the customer. It’s the kind
of process that requires a reseller that
is a true partner, and educating customers about all of this will differentiate
your company from every other firm
trying to prey on the customer’s desire
for this to be a matter of a few clicks
rather than a discussion.
Simple makes sense for bread and
a lovely berry dessert. But SD-WAN is
complex enough to require a trusted
partner to steer the process, and the
provider that tells the truth and invests
the time to educate customers will be
the one who earns their trust and their
business. That’s the simple truth, and
simple truths are better than good –
better than great, actually. o
Yulia Duryea is director of product
management for Windstream’s Enterprise Business Unit where she is
the product lead over the Enterprise
WAN and Managed Services portfolio. She is Windstream’s resident
thought leader and technologist for
SD-WAN solutions.

Stop babysitting UCaaS & CCaaS projects.
Focus on making sales instead!
LANtelligence gives you
what no master agent can:
deployment of complete, custom
engineered solutions and support for
your customers.
LANtelligence Inc., The Master Solution Provider
Learn about LANtelligence’s Partner Program at agents.lantelligence.com
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Uncommon Cloud Communications
Because voice quality matters
nexVortex Managed SIP Trunking (mSIP)
Delivers voice quality with definitive troubleshooting
See how we do it. Visit us at www.nexVortex.com.

Learn More About nexVortex Managed SIP Trunking.
www.nexVortex.com • 855.639.8888 • sales@nexVortex.com
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Prefabrication at the Edge
By Mark O’Sullivan

A formula for
data center
build out
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peed to data: that’s what it’s all about. In a world
where data is being increasingly generated and demanded planet-wide rather than just in the Tier 1 cities, the winners in the colocation and cloud services
race will be the companies that can deliver data the fastest to
end users worldwide.

But here’s the issue: in order to meet
the demands of enterprises outsourcing to
the cloud or end consumers wanting a faster more seamless online experience, most
of the existing hyperscale data centers are
too far away from users in Tier 2 or Tier 3
cities and certainly are too far from emerging economies. As the end result, latency
increases and user experience suffers.
The solution, of course, is to build new
data centers physically closer to these
users, and with large enterprises having
facilities distributed geographically, colocation and cloud providers need to be thinking seriously about establishing facilities
closer to the edge with secure access to
multiple networks. In these regional cities
or developing markets, however, building
hyperscale facilities is costly, time consuming, and they’d be way oversized for
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the local market’s requirements. This is
where more flexible prefabricated facilities
– such as Flexenclosure’s eCentre – come
in to their own.

Lower cost of entry

The lower up-front cost of prefabricated
data centers versus larger traditionally
built facilities will lower the cost of market
entry, making edge markets more accessible to service providers and making the
cost of the services hosted there more attractive to the ultimate customers.
With prefabricated solutions minimizing
their initial capital outlay at individual sites,
colocation companies also will see an increase in the total number of markets they
can address as they will be able to spread
their investment in modular data centres
across a larger number of sites.

Harness the Power of Light with...

SM

The First Choice for Carriers
In this competitive world, it helps to have a partner you can rely on for the
connectivity solutions you need to grow your business and serve your customers.
Whether it is cell tower and small cell backhaul, or connections to central offices,
data centers, carrier hotels or end users FirstLight is that partner.
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firstlight.net
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This provides a number of key benefits:

These factors will open up edge
market opportunities for colocation
providers, reducing overall investment
risk and thereby making them more
financially viable.

•a
 llowing colocation providers to
delay expansion orders until much
closer to when they actually are
needed, when they will have a
clearer view of exactly how much
and what kind of additional capacity they’re going to need;
• enabling capex outlay to be phased
more in line with business growth;
• s ignificantly reducing business risk;
• and each new phase can take advantage of the latest innovations
that typically increase efficiency
and reduce cost.

Speed to revenue

Unlike traditionally built data centers,
which can sometimes take years to
build, the much faster speed of construction of prefabricated data centers will enable colocation providers to start bringing in revenue faster and to respond to
customer demands more quickly.
In fact, the speed of prefabricated
construction allows a colocation company to build an order book at the
same time as building the facility offsite, without any serious risk that they
will be late to deliver service.

Informed expansion
planning

Traditionally constructed data
centers are typically built oversized
and then fractionally occupied over
time – an expensive and highly inefficient process. By contrast, because
prefabricated facilities are built in a
controlled factory environment before
being assembled on site, the lead
times are shorter. This enables capacity to be planned over a much shorter
time horizon and then incrementally
expanded as the need for more capacity arises.
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Taking a prefabricated approach
effectively introduces an on-demand
or just-in-time (JIT) model to the provisioning of data center capacity – an
unheard-of concept until now.

Leveraging repetition

A large element of the cost of data
centers is the design element. With a
prefabricated solution though, using a
repetitive design approach will streamline the process, minimize the cost and
standardize not only the facility design
but also the associated operational processes such as training, support, spares,
engineering, etc. In this way repetition
not only reduces capital expenses (with
lower ongoing design costs) but also operating expenses (with lower and more
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streamlined operational processes).
Using the same design for every
site means the design cost is only
incurred once for the very first facility.
Regional variations may be added over
time, but site-specific designs can be
kept to a minimum. Additionally, a standard design opens up the possibility
of repetitive manufacturing that further
increases efficiency and reduces cost.

Speed to the edge

With increasing numbers of businesses and consumers demanding
quicker access to data outside the
world’s Tier 1 cities, market opportunity
at the edge is growing fast.
There is no question that the next
wave of data center development will
be the land grab at the edge, and the
colocation companies that take a prefabricated approach to building their
new facilities will undoubtedly be best
positioned to take full advantage of
this growth market while at the same
time minimizing their risks.
Speed to the edge for providers
translates into speed to data for customers – a winning formula for both. o
Mark O’Sullivan is regional sales
director, EMEA, at Flexenclosure, a
designer and manufacturer of prefabricated data centers and intelligent
power management systems for the
ICT industry.
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5G Upgrade Drivers: Use Cases, per Mobile Service Providers
loT

79%
75%

HD and UHD video services
Faster broadband internet

63%

Real time gaming

Use Cases

71%

AR/VR

58%

IoT security complexities create opportunity
for managed services
Tactile low latency touch and steer

58%

Factory automation

58%

Medical emergency situations

50%

33%

Autonomous driving

By Tara Seals

M

25%

Disaster alerts

Connected
software update
any billions
ofcarnew
types 13%
of devices will be connected
0%
40%
to the internet in the next
few 20%
years, leaving
the 60%
Percent of Respondents Rating 6 or 7
market littered with applications
and devices meant
Source: IHS
to simplify the consumers’
lives.

But for this internet of things (IoT) to
truly achieve its connected-everything
goals, the very real issue of cybersecurity first needs to be addressed – and
increasingly, this is an opportunity for
channel partners to offer managed security services.
There are known security issues in
a number of different verticals, stemming from the fact that manufacturers
typically don’t design their products to
have security built in. For instance, the
Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) noted
in a recent report that automobile connectivity today is evolving on a number
of fronts. Platforms designed in the
pre-connected era are now being connected in multiple ways, which has
allowed security researchers to gain
access to sensitive vehicles. They’ve
found that sensitive functions can be
compromised via direct access, such
as with USB and the On Board Diagnostic (OBD-II) port, or by remote access such as infotainment consoles,
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and cellular devices.
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“There are a number of motivations
for bad actors to compromise connected vehicle components and technologies, ranging from curious hackers
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attempting to demonstrate weaknesses, to malicious entities attempting to cause harm, on both small and
large scales,” said John Yeoh, senior

IoT Connected Endpoints
Does your organization gather data or information from any equipment, devices or
other connected endpoints?

Data center IT Equipment

63%

Cameras/Surveillance Equipment

47%

Smartphones & End User Devices

42%

Data center Facilities Equipment

39%

Building and Other Structures

32%

Environmental Sensors

24%

Industry Specific/Field Equipment

24%

Automobiles/Fleet Equipment

17%

Factory Equipment

16%

Retail Operations & Physical Advertising

13%

Devices in Supply Chain

11%

Medical Devices

11%

Other
Source: 451 Research

4%

80%

Cyber Patrol

research analyst at the CSA. “Only
through the thoughtful use of disruptive
technologies such as big data, machine
learning and artificial intelligence can
we help build a better, safer and more
secure connected vehicle ecosystem.”
“In the near future, connected vehicles will operate in a complex ecosystem that connects vehicles not only with
each other and the traffic infrastructure
but also with new forms of connectivity
and relationships to cloud-based services, smart homes and even smart cites,”
said Brian Russell, chair of the CSA IoT
Working Group. “For a safe and secure
transportation system, the community
must take a fresh look at the larger picture and develop the policies, designs
and operations that incorporate security
throughout the development.”
Another part of the challenge in
securing devices is fragmentation.
There is no blanket way to prevent
gadgets from being hacked or held for
ransom – nor to prevent your personal

information to leak
from them. These have
to be secured – and
updated – on a vendorby-vendor basis. There is
also to date little protocol
standardization (there are 11
different protocols in the mix),
so the market faces a situation that’s
reminiscent of early technology debates like the ones between GSM/
CDMA and Betamax/VHS. The holes
that this leaves in the security fabric
can be especially problematic in business environments, where one data

What benefits have you achieved/do you expect to achieve as a result of
partnering with a security expert to run or augment your security operations?

breach can result in lost revenue, lost
customers, lost competitive advantage
and significant brand damage.
“End users [are] saturated with tools
that don’t interoperate, alert fatigue
from numerous tools and an insufficient
supply of skilled personnel,” said Tera
Davis, managing director at Critical
Start, a security channel partner.
As a result, Zion Market Research
expects the global IoT security market to
reach $464 million in 2020, growing at a
compound annual rate of 42.4 percent.

An Opportunity
for the Channel

Source: AlienVault survey of 1,900 cybersecurity pros

According to a report from ShareTracker, a mixture of network-based
managed security services offered on a
subscription basis will challenge homegrown device-specific approaches – a
trend that has resulted in more managed
offerings for channel partners.
July - August, 2017 | Channel Vision
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Cyber Patrol
Demisto, for instance, has launched its
channel and integration partner program,
called Nucleus, enabling the expansion of
its security automation and orchestration
offering to end users. And, endpoint security specialist VIPRE recently launched its
MSP Partner Program for endpoint and
anti-malware protection, and named longtime security channel leader Marya Munir
as the company’s new senior director of
channel marketing. Also, Kaspersky Lab
recently made a commitment to the channel for the first time, launching managed
services for remote security monitoring,
virtualization security and mobile device
security and management.
“In January, we touched on our commitment to focus on MSPs this year and
now we are excited to reveal what we
have to offer our valued partners,” said
Michael Canavan, senior vice president,
B2B sales, Kaspersky Lab North America. “Kaspersky Lab’s MSP program was
launched to provide more opportunity
to partners – especially those that are
VARs who are looking for ways to grow
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their business and migrate to managed
service offerings in cybersecurity. Our
program provides the necessary training, resources and access to cuttingedge security solutions to make it possible for MSP partners to completely
secure the customer infrastructure.”

What managed security services
would you consider outsourcing
to a security provider?
Monitoring and threat management

65%

Compromise assessment/forensics

52%

Incident response

44%

Network protection

37%

Perimeter protection

37%

Application protection

31%

Endpoint protection

30%

Source: AlienVault survey of 1,900 cybersecurity pros

Many programs offer MSPs the ability to build in value-adds as well. The
VIPRE program, for instance, gives
MSPs advanced features and granular
controls to manage customers’ secu-
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rity through the VIPRE Management
Console. It communicates to client
locations through the VIPRE Roaming
Service and provides MSPs a secured,
cloud-based intermediary for managing
agents, reporting, setting commands,
policy updates and more.
“Partners can offer [security solutions] in an as-needed, consumptionbased model that fits their changing
business needs – as well as the needs
of their clients,” said Jason Greenwood,
chief revenue officer at VIPRE.

SMBs Turn to MSPs

The opportunity is particularly ripe
in the small to medium-sized business
(SMB) segment. According to industry
analyst organization Techaisle and cloud
services provider dinCloud, the need to
secure many different profiles that are
the source of security challenges and
breaches (e.g. mobile devices, network
gear, data center applications, data and
equipment) will force small and medium
businesses in particular to spend on IT

Cyber Patrol
security solutions in four distinct categories: protection of data entering the
corporate environment, protection of the
mobile environment, traffic inspection
and the protection of information in use.
With this, Techaisle believes that MSPs
will become the preferred source of cloud
and mobility security deployment, with 59
percent of SMBs already partnering with
one, according to a recent survey.

What are the most important
capabilities your managed security
service provider needs to provide?
Security monitoring

54%

Event correlation and alerting

52%

IDS/IPS

49%

SIEM

47%

Firewall

35%

Threat hunting

32%

Packet capture

17%

EDR management

12%

DFIR

12%

Source: AlienVault survey of 1,900 cybersecurity pros

“So far, most businesses have relied
on internal IT security for layering in
security for cloud and mobile environments,” the firm said. “However, relative
to midmarket firms, small businesses
have limited internal IT security staff and
are not currently working with a managed service provider capable of managing security needs. But as threat sources
continue to rise, both the small and midmarket segments will turn to MSPs.”
Farhan Mirza, senior director of infrastructure and engineering at dinCloud,
added, “As cyber-attacks continue to
become increasingly sophisticated, businesses must ensure they are safe by
leveraging the expertise offered by security focused MSPs. While businesses are
taking advantage of various technologies
like cloud computing, IoT and mobility,
they are increasingly vulnerable to attack
vectors that hackers can exploit. In this
fast-changing technical landscape, IT
teams also have to worry about securing
their data on-premises or in the cloud.
It is necessary to not only have a com-

prehensive security policy in place
covering all these areas but also have a
monitoring mechanism in place. Partnering with MSPs can ensure all their security needs are properly met.”
Incidentally, ShareTracker also
found that geographic fragmentation
offers some clear growth opportunities
for ambitiously growing IoT-focused
managed security services within specific markets, such as Los Angeles and
St. Louis, where no clear market share
leader for security services exists.
ConnectWise, a remote monitoring
provider, recently added Webroot’s DNS
security service to its managed portfolio
for partners. Gavin Gamber, vice president of Channel Sales and Alliances
at ConnectWise, explained: “At ConnectWise, we are dedicated to helping
technology solution providers grow their
businesses. Together [with technology
partners], we can offer MSPs solutions that protect against the increasing
amount of cybersecurity threats that
plague companies every day.” o

KADENCE Ticketing System (KTS)
supports customer retention
strategies and enables providers
to deliver preferential support.
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Looking for a
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Core Communications
Often in discussion of this contrast
in support approaches there is a default to this divide being an age gap
that fuels the way individuals want to
consume and have these services supported. This is a convenient answer
but holds what appears to be many
contradictions.
Many people say that an older generation wants the white glove treatment
and access to classic communications
channels such as a phone call. If you
work in technology and many other verticals you know as a general statement
this may hold true, but the truth is these
folks also want good access to information and self-service applications such
as video, while still having access to
real-time expertise and support when
issues or timing are critical. Let’s not
forget this is the generation of do-ityourselfers; everything was earned.
Meanwhile, the younger generation
is seen to have a veracious appetite for
information in a self-service form, from
documentation to video tutorials. Although this may hold true, they are often
accused of being the instant gratification
generation, which would then lend itself
to the idea that when they need expertise or support, they want it right away
and in the channel they prefer most.
By Martin Tracey
Although few organizations seem
to have mastered the perfect customer experience mix to this point,
each generation gives us the answers
to unlocking this puzzle. The perfect
On the one side are some great new technologies and organizations that ap- mix is to provide support for your
customers in all the forms that best
pear to believe their solutions and applications are simple and intuitive enough
suit their needs. Improve the availfor companies to engage, deploy and use them with access mainly to selfservice support tools. The other side of the battle includes organizations that still ability of information and tutorials for
believe most business-level technologies that effect daily operations require ac- your users that want to take a crack
at self-serving issues but be available
cess to real-time expertise and support from design through on-going support.
in real-time with multiple channels of
communications open to your customCustomer Service Channel Preference by Generation
ers when they need it.
Channel
Silent Generation Baby Boomers Gen X
Gen Y
The end result will not only be
Phone
55.6%
59.6%
46.3%
29.4%
improvements in your customers’
Electronic messaging
6.6%
22.5%
44.1%
42.35
experiences, it will also improve the
Social media
0.7%
3.5%
20.7%
36.4%
performance of your sales and support organizations by moving to more
Smartphone app
0.3%
3%
17.2%
31.9%
proactive relationships. o
Paper mail
17.2%
13.4%
9.65
5.9%

Does the Self-Service
Model Have a Place in
Unified Communications?
T

here is a battle going on about the sales
process and customer service.

Don’t know

38%

33.8%

Source: Dimension Data, Nov. 2016
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33.4%

33.1%

Martin Tracey is CEO of LANtelligence.
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other connected endpoints?

Data center IT Equipment

Core Communications

63%

Cameras/Surveillance Equipment

47%

Smartphones & End User Devices

42%

Data center Facilities Equipment

39%

Building and Other Structures

32%

Environmental Sensors

24%

Industry Specific/Field Equipment

24%

Automobiles/Fleet Equipment

17%

One Foot
in the Cloud
Factory Equipment

16%

Retail Operations & Physical Advertising

13%

Devices in Supply Chain

11%

Medical Devices

Other

11%

4%

Source: 451 Research
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By Jack Jachner

The hybrid
approach to
UC&C

Funding for IoT Initiatives

Please describe how your organization plans to fund its IoT Initiative/projects
rom backups on
consumer smartphones and hosted office
suites to multimedia
cloud services are here
Incorporatedcollaboration,
Into Overall IT
Capex/Opex Budgets
to stay. Gartner predicts
the global public cloud services 63%
market will growTiedbyto Specific
18 percent
this year alone.
Line Item
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29%

cal disadvantage to their larger competitors,
The ease of integrating cloud services with
Spread Across Varicus
some businesses to dion-premises equipment is now enabling
Participant Groupsand this has forced28%
vert resources and make costly investments
small and mid-sized businesses (SMBs) to
From a Singularin changing platforms altogether in order to
take advantage of the range of cloud-based
21%
Department/Business Unit
continue supporting business needs.
collaboration and communication services
Hybrid cloud solutions help address
– without compromising existing CAPEX
Other
these 4%
business challenges, enabling SMBs
investment, while addressing several SMB
to adapt without the CAPEX investment. In
pain points in the process.
Source: 451 Research
a hybrid approach to communications, moduThe need to on-board devices rapidly
larity is key: you can provide basic communiand scale up to support new users as
cations on-premises with the ability to easily
SMBs grow is essential. Without the flexadopt additional cloud-based services on a
ibility and scalability to do so, SMBs can
case-by-case basis.
be left with major IT issues from any period
of business growth or digital transformation. Hot-desking and home
What type of cloud services are you currently using
working are especially chaland expect to use two years from now?
lenging for business leaders looking to maintain a
Hybrid of both private and public cloud services
single point of collaboration
77%
56%
for mobile workforces, as
Only private cloud and/or using a managed cloud provider
fully on-premises communi10%
cations systems are just not
29%
Now
Only public cloud delivered by a third-party service
suited to the task.
There has been a lack
of cost effective options to
adapt existing platform infrastructure, leaving smaller
businesses at a technologi-
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13%
12%

We do not use cloud services of any kind
0%
3%

Source: Forbes Insights; Cisco; survey of 302 IT executives

In two years

growing

33%
27%

44%

Balance cost and
20%
capability

For SMBs, some of the reluctance
13%
to adopt cloud-based communication
services stems from existing invest6%
ment in on-premises systems. Hybrid
Growing
No cloud
Shrinking
Shrinking
is a firstGrowing
step into the
– and
ofsignificantly moderately change moderately significantly
fers the chance for SMBs to reduce
on-premises
hardware
slowly
without
a
Source:
CompTIA, survey
of 600 IT and
business
executives
full-scale commitment to cloud-based
operations. It enables them to retain
on-premises platforms to leverage existing investment, and add cost-effective

47%

Nearly half of smallsize firms indicate a
growing gap

Just over 4communication
in 10
cloud-based
services
medium-size firms
where believe
needed
the to
gapsupport business
is growing
requirements. These could be new services such as enterprise-class instant
Nearly web
6 in 10conferencing
large-size
messaging, flexible
firms report a
growing
gap
and collaboration tools, or video calling.
The hybrid approach also provides
an easy migration path in the future.
As the existing on-premises equipment reaches the end of its lifespan,
SMBs will already be in a position
to understand the pros and cons
of cloud-based services, enabling

57%

How important is it to you to have a hybrid
cloud strategy–incorporating elements of both private
and public clouds–versus just a public or private cloud one?
3%
Important
Neutral
Not at all Important

35%
62%

How will your hybrid cloud strategy change
over the next two years?
21%
Increased reliance on public cloud services
Increased reliance on on-premises
No change expected

25%

What percentage of your hybrid cloud infrastructure
is on-premises versus public cloud?
3%

9%
13%

30%

them to make the best decisions for
their future communications platform.
As older on-site communications
systems become more challenging
to maintain, they can be smoothly
phased out in favor of public or private
cloud services.

Provider safety net

Hybrid cloud frees up in-house
resources by shifting responsibility
for maintenance and support to the
cloud provider – especially for more
complex services. This avoids tying
up the limited capacity of on-site IT
departments with cloud deployment
and management.
Whether services rely on the
availability of on-premises systems or
the public cloud, even a short period
of downtime can severely affect business. Ensuring service level agreements (SLAs) to provide continuous
management, maintenance and ondemand support to minimize downtime can be a huge benefit for SMBs.
By this, we’re talking about remote
updating of software and hardware,
as well as patching security flaws
without delay – allowing in-house IT
departments to focus on keeping onpremises systems operational.
A key aspect of hybrid is the ability
to shift this burden to the provider but
retain control in-house for the premises.

David vs Goliath?

54%

11%

Core Communications

Greater than 90% on-premises
75% to 90% on-premises
50% to 74% on-premises
25% to 49% on-premises
10% to 24% on-premises
Less than 10% on-premises

35%

Traditionally only larger enterprises
have been able to afford the luxury of
large-scale investment into IT departments and new infrastructure, but hybrid cloud is levelling the playing field
for SMBs.
Hybrid cloud puts SMBs on a technological par by meeting current busi- Datacente
ness and workforce demands for cloud, What are the d
while pushing responsibility for manAging infr
agement and support out to a provider.
Increased
Investment is protected by retaining
From the
Increase
on-premises infrastructure to meet seReq
curity and data privacy requirements. o
Jack Jachner is vice president
cloud, North America region for
Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise.

Source: Forbes Insights; Cisco; survey of 302 IT executives
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Core Communications

Consolidation,
Competition
and the
Channel

By Tara Seals

C

onsolidation has been ramping up significantly in the
competitive carrier space, with notable transactions
including some of the most well-known CLECs: Windstream
swooped for both EarthLink and Broadview, and CenturyLink
bought Level 3, just to name a few higher-profile transactions.

Due to all of this activity, the ability to provide
a sheer breadth and depth of offerings has become the name of the game for competitive carriers and their channel partners going forward.
“Corporations need secure connectivity, with
the ability to securely connect apps to cloud service providers,” said Rick Calder, president and
CEO at GTT Communications, which saw a significant amount of M&A activity in 2016 that has
continued well into 2017. “They need to be sure
that their network providers can offer seamless
connectivity anywhere. Consolidation is a real
boon to competitive carriers, because they can
now hold their own against the incumbents.”
Consolidation also allows competitive providers
to move upmarket.
“Multinational corporations have complex
needs, including connectivity and bandwidth
38
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to connect around the world, plus the ability to
reach IT apps in cloud,” Calder said. “Another
big trend is the ability to give app-layer control
to clients via SD WAN, so that they can manage that bandwidth themselves. We are well
positioned to be a provider of choice for large
enterprises as they look to change the nature of
their WANs, and it’s a nice opportunity for us to
expand our agent program.”
GTT is putting its money where its mouth is:
It closed its Hibernia transaction on Jan 9, and
recently acquired Perseus, a provider of highspeed network connectivity serving many of the
world’s top financial and e-commerce companies, for $37.5 million. That followed the quietly
closed acquisition of the assets and customer
base of Giglinx Global, Inc., in May of this year,
for a reported $21 million.

BBCOM

Introducing U.DID: Single Universal
SIP Session, Covering 57
Different Countries
TM
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Core Communications
GTT has begun working
with the channel to package
cloud connectivity with other
things, including for the federal government, which is the
largest purchaser of bandwidth in the world.
For instance, “the acquisition of Perseus demonstrates
our commitment to connecting
people – across organizations
and around the world – by
strengthening our low-latency
service offerings and accelerating our expansion into key
high-growth financial markets,” said Calder.
It’s not all large enterprise
opportunity, however. For instance, the Windstream-Broadview deal, which is expected to
close in the third quarter of 2017
and is worth $227.5 million,
strengthens Windstream’s competency in cloud-based unified
communications solutions for

Notable Recent M&A Announcements

small and medium-sized businesses, under the OfficeSuite
UC brand.
“Broadview’s unique, proprietary unified communications solutions will advance
our product portfolio, improving our competitiveness and
ability to provide enhanced
services to business customers,” said Tony Thomas, president and CEO of Windstream.
“The transaction also will
enable us to leverage Broadview’s experienced Salesforce
and cloud operations across
our national footprint.”
Expanding OfficeSuite UC
to a nationwide audience offers an immediate benefit to
the former Broadview team
too. “Broadview has been successful transforming its legacy
telecom business into a leading
provider of unified communications services to businesses

Reported
Value
Broadcom acquires Brocade
$5.9B
Broadvoice acquires XBP
n/a
CenturyLink acquires Level 3
$34B
Cisco buys Viptela
$610M
Consolidated Communication buys FairPoint Communications
$1.5B
Crown Castle International acquires Lightower Fiber Network
$7.1B
Datto acquires Open Mesh
n/a
EarthBend acquires Clear2there
n/a
Equinix buys 29 Verizon data centers
$3.6B
FirstLight Fiber acquires Finger Lakes Technologies Group
n/a
Genband and Sonus Networks merge
n/a
GTT Communications acquires Giglinx
$21M
GTT Communications acquires Global Capacity
$100M
GTT Communications acquires Hibernia Networks
$590M
GTT Communications acquires Perseus
$37.5M
Hewlett Packard Enterprise buys Nimble Storage
$1B
Intelisys buys channel assets of Kingcom
n/a
Mitel Networks Corp. purchased Toshiba’s Telecommunications Systems Division n/a
Mitel Networks Corp. is acquiring ShoreTel Inc.
$430M
NetFortris acquires Fonality
n/a
Palo Alto Networks acquires LightCyber
$105M
PGi acquires ReadyTalk
n/a
Procera Networks absorbs Sandvine Corp.
$562M
RCN Telecom Services, Grande Communications and Wave Broadband merge
n/a
ScanSource acquires POS Portal
$110M
Verizon buys XO Communications
$1.8B
Windstream buys Broadview Networks
$227.5M
Windstream purchases
$1.1B
3.25 in. Earthlink
Zayo buys Electric Lightwave
$1.42B
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Core Communications
that are ready to make the shift to the
cloud for their communications services,” said Mike Robinson, president
and CEO of Broadview. “Windstream’s
nationwide footprint, extensive portfolio of service offerings, vast distribution and attractive customer base are
a natural fit for our strategic direction.
We look forward to combining forces
with their team to continue expanding our UCaaS business by delivering
best-in-class services to customers
across the country.”
The Windstream-EarthLink tieup – a deal valued at approximately
$1.1 billion – is about scale as well as
taking new services nationwide. It will
result in a national footprint spanning
approximately 145,000 fiber route
miles and provide advanced network
connectivity, managed services, voice,
internet and other value-added services. Customers also will benefit from
combining Windstream’s scale in the
enterprise segment and EarthLink’s
launch of SD-WAN.

As Thomas explained, “With this
transaction, we are combining two
highly complementary organizations
with closely aligned operating strategies and business unit structures.
We look forward to working with the
talented EarthLink team to create significant benefits and drive value for
all of our stakeholders.”
These kinds of mergers are
brought more clearly into focus given
the mega-mergers seen on the incumbent side. AT&T, which already
assimilated DirecTV, wants to create
the world’s largest owner of content
and distribution with a proposed
$85 billion takeover of Time Warner
Cable. Incumbent cohort Verizon,
meanwhile, recently took over XO
Communications to boost its business services proposition, and is betting big on digital platforms with the
combined $8.9 billion acquisitions of
AOL and Yahoo.
Some of this is led by regulatory
changes. “Every telecom and cable

company in America feels like they
have a golden opportunity to strike
deals under [the Trump] administration,” a senior banker who advises
one of the largest U.S. operators told
the Financial Times. A senior telecom
exec added that Donald Trump’s
installation of big-business and telcofriendly Ajit Pai to chairman of the
Federal Communications Commission is widely seen as a green light
for more consolidation.
Roslyn Layton, a visiting fellow at
the American Enterprise Institute and
FCC adviser to Trump’s transition
team, didn’t put too fine a point on it.
“The network business is squeezed
by technological competition, so the
only way that network companies can
survive is to merge,” said Layton.
There’s certainly no sign that the
trend will wane, and channel partners
should take note.
“The integrations are going well and
we are prepared to do additional transactions in 2017,” Calder said of GTT. o
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International Agents

Crossing
the Skills Gap
By Matthew DeMartino

T

he telecommunications industry is
a fascinating one. As it continues to
evolve, the requirement for skilled
and experienced technical employees
has grown exponentially.

The demand for individuals with specialized certifications and advanced
degrees seems to have outgrown the
supply, and this leaves companies
struggling for answers.
For the better part of 10 years, I have
worked on the agency side of the recruitment process with Competitive Telecoms Group focusing on the telecommunications and data center space for both
national and international companies. I
have witnessed the ebbs and flows of
the industry. I have seen what appears
to be an almost weekly announcement
of new mergers and acquisitions.
With all this change, there is a continuous cycle of new and marketable
candidates flooding the market. Companies, now more than ever, feel the financial burden of having to meet mandated revenue numbers set by senior
officers and board members and need
to hire the best talent to achieve these
goals. The problem is, this is not such
an easy task. A number of factors during the years have contributed to the
difficulty in finding top technical talent
in the market. In particular, the three
main trends we see are as follows:
education, unreasonable expectations
and salary requirements.
I grew up in the generation where
parents emphasized that you need
to go to college and earn a degree.
Degrees from vocational schools were
42
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generally frowned upon in comparison
to the almighty four-year degree. It
did not matter what that degree was
because it was assumed your future
employers would teach you the skills
you would need to gain experience
and nurture your career.
Unfortunately, during the last
few years, technology has rapidly
advanced, and the need for “highlyskilled” and specialized labor has
grown with it. Now more than ever,
companies expect recent college graduates to hold a significant amount of
experience with a premium placed on
those who have some form of technical
certifications. To succeed in the future,
we need a well-educated workforce that
specializes in innovative thought. We
need students who possess the technical literacy to be contributing members
of an organization from day one.
The question is, how do we meet
the demand of these companies for
qualified employees? For starters,
directing students toward technical degrees is absolutely critical to the growth
of an advanced work force. We don’t
need to graduate more students with
degrees in liberal arts. Colleges and
universities need to work on offering
more certification programs. If a student
can go through a five-year teaching
program and come out with a master’s
degree, why can’t a school offer an ad-
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ditional semester workload that grants a
CCNA or CCIE certification or Six Sigma?
On the other hand, companies need
to do a better job training and developing
the talent they already have. Headcount
reductions in the industry have led to a
significant reduction in training. Companies need to step up technical training to
help support their growth. The more you
work to improve your staff, the more productive and contributing they will be to the
long-term development of an organization.
Why hire from the outside when the talent
is there but only needs to be cultivated
further? Building training and continuing
education platforms within corporations
would go a long way toward giving individuals the ability to succeed in their current roles while developing them for future
advancements within the company.
Another issue we face is unreasonable
expectations from hiring managers. Now
more than ever, companies have been
asked to produce more with less. With that
said, the requirement for candidates to
possess a multitude of certifications has
increased exponentially. Companies now
expect individuals to be cross-functional in
different business segments and be a “jack
of all trades.” In theory, that sounds great,
but finding those types of individuals plays
into the other big issue organizations face.
Salary requirements have been a
major stumbling block and have only gotten worse over time. The expectation for
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these super candidates oftentimes only
comes with a marginal increase in compensation. It is exceptionally difficult
to convince an individual to move into
a new capacity and occupy a role that
was recently handled by two employees
while providing a nominal raise over
their present salary. When an individual
is currently in the six-figure compensation range, that person is unlikely to
make a jump for a 10 percent raise.

a team to adhere to those numbers.
They tend to limit their access to a
greater stream of talent by doing that.
Wouldn’t you want to pay for the A
player instead of settling on a B player
because he fits some mandated salary range approved by someone who
doesn’t fully understand the role and
responsibility of the position? You
would be surprised by the answer to
this from many companies.

Overall Skills Gap Situation
Nearly half believe the skills gap is growing (46% net)

23%

Less than a quarter
of micro-size firms
think the gap is
growing

33%
27%

44%

Just over 4 in 10
medium-size firms
believe the gap
is growing

20%

13%

57%

Nearly 6 in 10 large-size
firms report a
growing gap

6%
Growing
Growing
significantly moderately

47%

Nearly half of smallsize firms indicate a
growing gap

No
Shrinking Shrinking
change moderately significantly

Source: CompTIA, survey of 600 IT and business executives

Organizations need to understand
that and review compensation on a
case-by-case basis instead of putting
a blanket range out there and forcing

To fix the issue that is plaguing
the telecommunications industry (and
other industries, for that matter), organizations need to understand that there

How important is it to you to have a hybrid
cloud strategy–incorporating elements of both private
and public clouds–versus just a public or private cloud one?

needs to be a multi-faceted approach.
Companies need to develop better internal programs while also leveraging
external programs to train and develop
their staffs. It would also be wise to implement incentive programs for achieving desired certifications. And most
important, there needs to be a social
consciousness amongst those who are
preparing to start their degree plans at
an institution of higher education.
The technology sector is booming.
According to a MarketWatch, 15 million
new jobs will be created in the United
States during the next 10 years as a
direct result of automation and artificial
intelligence. Those gains will come at
the expense of 25 million positions lost.
With that said, what side of the technology curve do we want to be on? o
Matthew DeMartino is director strategic accounts at Competitive Telecoms
Group, Inc., which is a member of the
Pacific Telecommunications Council.
The views expressed in this piece are
DeMartino’s own and do not necessarily
reflect those of PTC. Altogether, PTC’s
members represent more than 45 nations and a range of sectors across telecommunications, information and communication technology (ICT), and related
industries. Visit ptc.org/join to learn more
about becoming a member of the Pacific
Telecommunications Council.
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Eye on
Africa
By Tara Seals

A

ccording to the African Development
Bank, Africa is the continent with
the world’s second-fastest growing
economy, and there’s little doubt that this
vibrant continent is making great strides,
with the economy expected to grow by
3.4 percent this year and 4.3 percent
in 2018, according to research in
the African Outlook Report.

There are opportunities for service
providers and their partners that are
looking to participate in this market,
given that truly supercharging the
future revolves around improving
connectivity.
According to stats from Hootsuite, with the exception of North
Korea (where the internet is still
blocked), the countries with the lowest levels of internet penetration are
all in Africa. Fewer than one in three
people across Africa has access
to the internet today, and current
growth trends suggest it will be well
into the 2020s before internet penetration levels across the continent
pass the 50 percent mark.
At the same time, however, seven of
the 10 fastest-growing internet populations in the world are in the region, with
the number of users reported in Ethio44
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pia more than tripling versus last year –
so there’s movement on this front.
Much of the most promising architecture for closing the gap is mobile;
African consumers are spending
more and more time on their mobile
screens, as this channel has become
the primary medium for connectivity
across the continent. In fact, We Are
Social’s Digital in 2017 report shows
that 78 percent of web pages served
to web browsers in South Africa are
served to mobile devices. The number is greater than 80 percent in East
and West Africa. A large number of
these are feature phones, which accounted for 56 percent of the market
last year, according to IDC. Smartphones grew 3.4 percent year on
year. In all, 215 million mobile handsets were shipped in Africa during
2016, up 10.1 percent on 2015.
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Map courtesy TeleGeography

Interestingly, video is on the rise in the
region. Research from Twinpine shows that
78 percent of Kenyans and 60 percent of
Nigerians online watch videos using their
mobile phone. And, Hootsuite reported that
mobile social media use in Africa increased
by nearly 50 percent in 2016, although at
just 12 percent penetration across the region, there’s still plenty more room to grow.

More to Be Done

With connectivity growth in a stopstart phase, there are many areas of opportunity for improvement where service

International Agents

number of African lives, Brand
South Africa reported that Africa shoulders one quarter of
the global disease burden. Yet,
it is home to just 2 percent of
the world’s doctors.
This issue was highlighted
at the recent World Economic
Forum Africa Summit, where
it became evident that the private sector will play a vital role
in improving healthcare on
the continent.

Changing Lives

providers and resellers can get involved. For
instance, children across Africa’s rural communities are still being left behind – and with
more than 70 percent of the continent’s population living in rural areas, this is a significant
problem. The African Lookout Report shows
that at least half the population resides more
than 25 kilometers from the nearest fiber connection, making last-mile connectivity a key
stumbling block.
Equally troubling and of no less importance
is a lagging behind in the healthcare sector. With
serious diseases like Ebola, malaria, cholera,
meningitis and HIV/AIDS still threatening a great

One example of mobilefocused public-private-sector
initiatives that work can be
seen in Samsung’s partnership
with UNESCO in Tanzania.
The Korean giant was able
to provide innovative education and healthcare solutions
to the Maasai community in
Ololosokwan, Ngorongoro via
a multi-donor program comprised of a Samsung SolarPowered Internet School,
a Samsung Solar-Powered
Health Centre, a Solar-Powered Tele-Medicine Center and
a Solar-Powered generator.
While the Internet School
contains an interactive whiteboard, Samsung Galaxy Note
PCs and a printer, the Health
Centre provides a variety of
eye, ear, blood, dental and preand post-natal screening and
treatments. The Tele-Medicine
Centre, on the other hand, provides prescription and expert
healthcare assistance through
the use of tele-conferencing via
Samsung tablets.
Samsung also launched
West Africa’s first digital village in Volo in the Volta
region of Ghana, where it is
partnering with government,
local health services and
international stakeholders,
including UNESCO. Similar to
the initiative in Tanzania, the
Village is comprised of a So-

lar-Powered Internet School,
Solar-Powered Tele-Medical
Centre, Solar-Powered Health
Centre and Solar-Powered
Generator. Not only is the
Village instrumental to the
improvement of healthcare
and education in the region,
but it also helps local traders
to develop their businesses
through the aid of an alternative, low-cost energy source.
Yet another Digital Village
in the community of Matshiding
in Mpumlanga has a goal of
making healthcare accessible
to more people. Because the
Village drastically reduces the
distance that patients have to
travel to access medical care,
almost 700 patients visit the
Village each month to access
basic healthcare services.
According to McKinsey
Global Institute, better connectivity will have the greatest
impact in six sectors: financial
services, education, health,
retail, agriculture and government. Technology-related productivity gains in these sectors
could reach $148 billion to
$318 billion by 2025, and large
populations stand to benefit
as a result.
“Despite a slow start, Africa’s digital development is
now accelerating,” McKinsey
analysts said in a Digital
Africa report. “As the continent
grows more connected, it is
already producing innovative
web-based applications and
dynamic new business models. For now, the internet in
Africa remains a wide-open
space where companies can
capture large opportunities if
they move rapidly and decisively. Most exciting of all are
the possibilities for using the
internet to revamp the delivery
of education, health and other
public services – transforming
lives in the process.” o
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BackupAssist Offers
Backup-aaS to North
American Channel

AVST, collab9
Offer UCaaS for
Gov’t Agencies

A

pplied Voice & Speech Technologies (AVST) and
collab9, a FedRAMP authorized UCaaS provider,
have partnered to develop and deploy a cloudbased UC suite that meets federal, state and
local government requirements.

The joint solution combines AVST’s
UC platform, CX-E, with collab9’s
hosted UC solutions and is expected
to accelerate the transformation to
the cloud for government entities,
said the companies.
“For too long, the introduction of
new technology in the public sector
has been hampered by the limited
availability of proprietary, OEM-driven solutions,” said Steve Boberski,
vice president of business develop-

ment for collab9. “collab9’s partnership with AVST enables us
to offer an accelerated migration
path through a secure integration to
legacy TDM, hybrid and VoIP telephony solutions.”
By removing proprietary application instances from the cloud, the two
companies are introducing a new level
of agility, flexibility and scalability that
has, until now, been unavailable to the
public sector, said Boberski.

Gartner: IaaS to See Big Boost
The worldwide public cloud services market is projected to grow 18 percent in
2017, with the highest growth to come from cloud system infrastructure services
(IaaS), which is projected to grow 36.8 percent in 2017 to reach $34.6 billion.
The SaaS market is expected to see a slightly slower growth during the next
few years with increasing maturity of SaaS offerings. Nevertheless, SaaS will
remain the second largest segment in the global cloud services market.

Worldwide Public Cloud Services Forecast (000)
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Cloud business process services (BPaaS)

$40,812

$43,772

$47,556

$51,652

$56,176

Cloud application infrastructure services (PaaS)

$7,169

$8,851

$10,616

$12,580

$14,798

Cloud application services (SaaS)

$38,567

$46,331

$55,143

$64,870

$75,734

Cloud management and security services

$7,150

$8,768

$10,427

$12,159

$14,004

Cloud system infrastructure services (IaaS)

$25,290

$34,603

$45,559

$57,897

$71,552

Cloud advertising

$90,257

$104,516

$118,520

$133,566

$151,091

Total market

$209,244

$246,841 $287,820 $332,723 $383,355

Source: Gartner, Feb. 2017
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BackupAssist announced the launch
of its BackupAssist as a Service (BAaaS)
and MSP Program into North America. Already offered in 165 countries across
APAC and Europe, BackupAssist already
has entered into agreements with DeltaCon, Extreme Technologies and iSpeed
Solutions to offer BAaaS to their North
American customers.
With the announcement channel partners in North America now have access
to the BackupAssist Perpetual Reseller
Program, which enables them to benefit
from significant discounts by purchasing
BackupAssist Software upfront as a perpetual license, and then reselling it to end clients. The program includes high margins,
lead generation, product training, pre- and
post-sales technical support, marketing assistance, dedicated account management,
local technical support, and more, says the
company. All partners are provided access
to the a reseller portal, offering the ability
to place orders, renew existing customers,
manage licensing and migrations, view
monthly statements and transaction history,
and access NFR licenses. Partners are
also provided with access to Multisite Manager, which allows the end user to securely
monitor and manage all backup/restore
activity from a single screen.
According to a recent Gartner research report, “By 2018, the number of
enterprises using the cloud as a backup
destination will double, up from 13 percent at the end of 2016.”   

27.5

Expected CAGR of the video
surveillance as a service
market through 2021,
according to Technavio
analysts.
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Three Things
CCaaS Providers
Can’t Ignore
By Jacki Tessmer

C

ontact center as a service providers
come in all sizes and styles; whether
it’s a communication (CSP), managed
(MSP), application (ASPs) or Internet
(ISPs) service provider.
Whatever acronym fits the bill, those
looking to capitalize on the burgeoning CCaaS market should keep in
mind that the most important needs of
their customers goes beyond contact
center technology.
In addition to moving customers’
traditional on-premises applications
and servers to the cloud (e.g., Microsoft Office 365), many service providers are starting to look at selling new
services, such as CCaaS, which is
growing at a fast rate. DMG Consulting
found that in the last 12 months, the
number of cloud-based contact center
seats increased by 20.9 percent. The
cloud-based contact center infrastructure market is estimated to continue
to grow between 23 and 24 percent
between 2017 and 2020. The reality
is the cloud contact center market is
growing while on-premises implementations remain anemic at best.
Service providers that are already
selling cloud-based services have a
distinct advantage over those that’ve
yet to make the move to cloud. But,
those looking to sell CCaaS solutions
and services find that the audience,
sales cycle and business drivers for
CCaaS adoption can be different than
other cloud services. In order to become a successful CCaaS provider,
it’s critical to understand that it’s not
just the cloud contact center technology that’s important. Yes, those looking
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to move the contact center to the cloud
are looking for a great set of contact
center features, but they are looking
for more than just the software. They
really are looking for a solution provider — not just a cloud provider.
With that in mind, here are the
top three things contact center prospects need from their cloud contact
center provider:

in touch with someone who can help.
Providers that understand this can
engage clients in a discussion about
how the technology can be leveraged
to ensure this process is streamlined.
A caller who has opened a support
ticket has already provided details that
can be used to get the caller to the
best agent. It may require configuring
the IVR to look up the caller’s ticket,
retrieve product details and confirm
the amount of time the ticket has been
opened and whether they have already interacted via another channel.
That information can be used to route
the customer directly to a technician to
address specific problems.
In other instances, the answer
may entail training and empowering
agents with knowledge bases that
can be quickly searched using natural
language, and/or it may entail making a recommendation to add screen
capabilities, so agents can resolve a
higher percent of calls without having
to escalate them to other reps. A service provider that can educate a customer about how other contact centers
blend technology, process and people
to solve problems and provide the best
practices is providing a real business
solution that goes beyond just moving
technology to the cloud.

1. K
 nowledge of contact center best
practices. Although cost savings
is one factor driving companies to
the cloud, when it comes to CCaaS,
2. Provide value-added integration
there’s often another driver that’s
services. While many contact cenequal to or greater than initial cost
ter solutions already integrate email,
savings — the customer experience.
phone, chat other communications
Companies are looking to make it
channels and tracking across customer
easier for their customers to reach
interactions to deliver an omnichannel
them, whether it’s for sales or supexperience, there are additional benport, and they want to use technology
efits companies can gain by integrating
to deliver a better experience. This is
other complementary solutions. For
an area where the service provider
instance, integrating CRM with CCaaS
can’t afford to “fake it until they make
can help agents identify and establish a
it.” CCaaS solution providers really
rapport with customers, giving a richer
needs to educate themselves on the
picture of the customer to the agent
best ways to implement, integrate and
more quickly. Knowing that the same
configure the cloud contact center
customer is calling, after having tried
technology to solve their customers’
the online chat or having sent an email
business problems.
all about the same support ticket, would
For instance, one of the big turn
allow the customer to be automatically
offs consumers site when calling a
placed higher up in the queue and
company is having to talk with mulrouted to a senior technician.
tiple reps (and repeat their story mulWhile CRM integration is a common
tiple times) before finally being put
requirement, being able to offer a suite
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of integrations to contact center applications, such as workforce management, business analytics, quality management and speech analytics, will
be highly valued. Having the skills in
house to perform custom integrations
to often times “homegrown” applications also is an advantage. Achieving
these valuable outcomes requires that
the solution providers have the necessary integration skills to not only initiate the initial integration, but cloud
customers want solution providers
that will ensure the integrations are
forward compatible when the cloud
release changes or the platform
is upgraded.
3. Simplified, fully managed services. Oftentimes, a key driver to
the cloud is business’s desire to
streamline the number of vendors
it deals with for its contact center
solution. Even a smaller contact
center engages with a lot of vendors, such as the communications
provider, the internet service provider, the server vendor, third-party
operating software vendors and
the contact center software vendor
to name a few. When something’s
not working properly, it can eat up
a lot of the customer’s time trying
to pinpoint whether the problem
is internal (e.g., server, firewall) or
external (e.g., communications provider, internet service provider or
software vendor).
Service providers that want to
distinguish themselves as CCaaS
solution providers must offer fully
managed offerings where they
become the one number to call for
all questions and concerns; technical problems; training; moves,
adds, and changes; billing; and
reporting – offering total management of the CCaaS solution.
All the aforementioned services begin with a contract, which
lays out the terms of the service
and responsibilities for the service provider and customer. Similar to the services being provided,
the contract should simplify the
customer’s life. It should be about

two pages and use clear language
— not a 15-page, front and back,
obfuscated manifesto requiring a
team of lawyers to interpret, edit
and argue over.

described, can make this goal a reality for their customers and at the same
time distinguish themselves as trusted
service providers that are instrumental
in their customers’ businesses. o

Enterprises are under a lot of pressure to distinguish themselves by providing a superior customer experience.
Providers that deliver CCaaS solutions,
along with the value-added services

Jacki Tessmer is vice president of
cloud and service provider strategy for
Enghouse Interactive, a global developer of contact center and customer
interaction software and services.
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Beware
the Way of
Brick ‘n Mortar
Lessons in disruption from
your neighborhood retailer
By Peter Radizeski

T

raditional retail is facing a major correction right
now. Online is easier with a better selection, but
that isn’t all of it. Stores often didn’t adapt to the
change in consumer buying and shopping habits.

Retailers are just now investing in
technology (such as the services that
Mojo Networks offers). Hopefully, it
isn’t too late.
After all, Google says it can now
track purchases online and offline,
using all the data it collects plus access to purchase data from about
70 percent of all credit card and
debit transactions in the U.S. Target,
meanwhile, has used a strategy of
buying or licensing designer goods
to have unique items that WalMart
and other outlets aren’t stocking.
Now with Amazon buying Whole
Foods, the brick and mortar grocery war
will begin. WalMart acquiring Jet.com is
not going to be enough. One of the problems with most online stores is the clunky
and arduous checkout process. Amazon
is frictionless and user friendly. How
many online stores can say the same?
The component that most providers miss out on is user experience.
However, emphasizing user experience would require that a company
admit that Peter Drucker was correct:
“There is only one valid definition of
business purpose: to create a customer… Any business enterprise has
two — and only these two – basic
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functions: marketing and innovation.”
With more than 30 companies utilizing VeloCloud for SD-WAN technology
and upward of 400 powering UCaaS
with Broadsoft, innovation has been left
to the vendors. That leaves marketing –
the way to differentiate between service
offerings despite the technology that is
powering that offering. (SD-WAN and
VoIP are both technologies not products.)
Furthermore, this undertaking would
require a marketing head (or CMO), a person who could craft the brand, the message, the value and the lead generation,
for the service provider and its services.
Too many service providers think
if they build it, customers will come. It

Source: Google marketing slick
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doesn’t work that way. Even the supposed
magic of “growth hacking” requires marketing, strategy and execution. It doesn’t
happen by happenstance or accident.
Service providers should learn from
industries being disrupted right now,
because sooner rather than later they
too will be disrupted. (Amazon launched
Chime and Cloud Contact Center as a
service; they will disrupt this sector soon.)
Retail offers an example of an industry
that ignored both the internet and changing buying habits. It was same old, same
old until the lights starting going dark.
In services, the bundles are the same.
The pricing is the same. The features are
the same. The deployment is the same.
This situation is ripe for disruption.
Consider the case of Google Fiber.
When Google decided to get into the
broadband game, it did it with pizzazz.
Following in the footsteps of Verizon
FiOS, it branded its broadband service
offering. It ended up branding Gigabit.
Today, gigabit is what people think of
when they think about fiber and broadband (even without knowing anything
else about those three terms.)
The pricing model was different – with
a free version. The packaging was cool.
The offices were hip and vibrant. They
built up anticipation – and with it came
demand. (You could argue about the demand due to the staggering lack of paying
customers, but that too was by design.)
That kind of strategy is lacking in
most parts of telecom.
In VoIP, for the longest time, everyone
used a Polycom. It was unusual for any
VoIP provider to offer other brands (except
maybe Cisco). Then Polycom announced
it was merging with Mitel (it didn’t, but

channel management
the dye was cast); then Yealink stepped
into that marketplace big time. Still, no
cool-looking phones yet. More than half
the unified communications seats are
softphone-only today. But I ask: is there
an end point that makes a customer go
“wow” (like an iPhone or Pixel)?
For SD-WAN, the CPE will be a
white box (not a Cisco or ADTRAN).
Who will be the first provider to turn
that around and brand that customer
end point (a la WiredIQ’s Brainbox)?
For that matter, which provider
will brand their service with a color,
logo, design and slogan that buyers
recognize or remember? It’s a big
undertaking, for sure. Among the
“Big 4” (Charter, Comcast, AT&T
and Verizon), the only branding is
an umbrella term like Xfinity, UVerse or Spectrum. The exceptions
are Verizon Wireless One Talk and
FiOS. Not much branding happening, even from the big guys.
Microsoft Office365 will likely take
a lot of air out of the UC space by
sheer force of marketing coupled with
its partner ecosystem, in my opinion.
And that tipping point is coming fast.
Consolidation in the VoIP/UC
space has slowed down. It is similar
to retail. Meanwhile, say “fiber” and
some companies with throw a bag
of money at you if you actually own
fiber strands in the ground.
VoIP/UC needs to shake things
up if they don’t want to crash and
burn. Right now, it’s similar to shopping at Sears and JC Penney – drab
and all the same. It comes down to
price – even with channel partners.
And that price is getting lower every
quarter. It is unsustainable.
There has been a lack of discernable value in service offerings – and a
sameness that has resulted in a commodity mindset for most telecom services. One reason for the sector to
have this problem is that too many of
the CEOs are techies, not businessminded executives. Some of these
CEOs should have stepped aside
to a chairman or CTO role already.
8x8 did that in 2013, and it drastically
changed the growth at that company.
It went from $100 million in revenue

to $210 million in just four years.
Without a CMO and a business-minded CEO, how does a board of directors
expect the company to grow? When the
sector is examined, the giants – RingCentral, Vonage, 8x8 – have the right
people with those titles, folks who have
visions for company growth.
Providers can take a page from Target,
Best Buy, Etsy, eBay and even Groupon.
All of these companies have had ebbs
and flows but have pivoted or re-focused

on the customer and the experience to
improve results. That’s what is needed in
our space, right now. o
Peter Radizeski, president of RAD-INFO INC,
started as a VAR, then
became an Agent. Now he
writes about the channel and
the telecom space while consulting to
service providers and occasionally still
selling some circuits.
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The HighTouch
Technique
Telegration puts its stamp on
the master agent model

I

n an era of channel consolidation, when mergers and acquisitions happen fast, it’s easy for even a casual observer
to assume that it’s time “to go big or go home.”

However, not everyone is convinced
that bigger is always better. Many individuals believe in the tried-and-true
notion of “quality over quantity.”
Consider longtime master agency
Telegration. For founder Denis Raue
and company, success is less about
being the biggest and more about
working with the best, and doing it better than their competitors.
“We are a boutique master agent for
top performers,” says Tim Basa, who
recently was brought on by Raue to
serve as president of Telegration. “We
don’t have 4,000 sub-agents; that’s not
our model. We have a curated group
of high-performing sales partners that
interact with us every day.”
Sometimes it seems the whole
world is focused on exponential growth
whereas, “We want to be the best partner for the best partners,” says Basa.
That’s not to suggest Telegration,
established all the way back in 1990,
has been content to rest on its laurels.
Basa assuming his role as president
marks his return to the master agency
after 12 years of serving in executive
roles at channel providers including
Nitel and BullsEye, and he certainly
can speak to the changes the industry
has undergone in that time.
“If you go back 12 years to 2005,
we didn’t even have an iPhone,” recalls Basa.
Back then, “telecom products” were
relatively few in number, were provid-
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ed by a manageable number of voice
and data suppliers and generally were
purchased by telecom departments
within an organization. Today, the
number of products available to agents
has exploded, as has the rate of introduction and adoption of new technologies. Likewise, says Basa, “In the last
decade, thousands of providers have
been added to the marketplace,” while
buying decisions today are largely
made by cross-functional groups.
In short, “the world is way more
complicated,” says Basa.
Now more than ever, it’s incumbent
upon master agents such as Telegration “to declutter the marketplace,”
he says, “to simplify the complexity to
achieve the best possible result for our
sales partners and end user clients.”
That requires a fair share of platforms
and capabilities. Top-selling agents, after all, want to spend their time selling,
not managing their accounts, trouble
tickets and commissions, says Basa.
“Let’s face it. If you’re busy selling
every day, you can’t be busy managing
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all the other back office items, so our
platform really is a type of back office
as-a-service,” says Basa.
Since it also operates in the capacity of a reseller, Telegration has made
the necessary investments in processes and platforms, says Basa, from
billing and customer care to project
management and sales engineering to
auditing and automation. Basa sees
these capabilities as the pillars of being a top master agent, but believes
the real value is in the people on the
Telegration team.
“The best service quotes are not
necessarily fast, automated quotes from
a machine,” he says. “A good quote
comes from interacting with another
person, discussing a specialized business application, and then using our
knowledge of the service providers and
technologies available to match that up
with our sales partner out in the field.”
Sales partners want to be able to
send an email and get back a response,
says Basa. They want to brainstorm
about a solution with a sales engineer,
create a Visio diagram and collaborate
with carrier partners and the Telegration
solution experts to create the best possible solution.
“We believe that resources are very
important, so we have made significant
investments in quoting, training and
project management tools. All of our
systems are very scalable and have
been built on Salesforce.com,” Basa
continues, “but we’ve heard resonating
feedback from our top-performing sales
producers: they like the people more
than the systems.”
“Can people be a platform?” he asks.
In a world of artificial intelligence and
mega-merger master agencies, messages that emphasize “quality over quantity” and the power of a personal touch
may not be the sexiest sell, and they are
unlikely to attract the most attention. But
it’s the type of thinking that Telegration
believes sets it up as the best option for
the best-selling agents.
“Today’s marketplace is more challenging than ever,” says Basa, “and we
believe the key to a great partner experience is a combination of expertise,
speed and clarity.” o

Partners,
mark your
calendars.
A sales-focused channel event
unlike any other is coming
this Fall.
Space is limited. Are you in?

TheAlliancePartners.com/coming-this-fall

Zettabytes

CCMI Acquires
FiberLocator

C

CMI, a business unit of Simplify Compliance,
has acquired NEF’s FiberLocator, an online fiber
mapping database.

This is the second acquisition by Simplify Compliance since Leeds Equity
Partners, LLC invested to form the company in December 2016.
The FiberLocator telecommunications and colocation database houses
detailed maps and information on
hundreds of facilities-based carriers,
thousands of data centers and hundreds of thousands of on-net buildings, said the company. CCMI says it
will be retaining the FiberLocator staff,

bringing their years of expertise to
the growing CCMI team.
FiberLocator will partner with NEF in
the future to provide optimal coverage
for customers.
“NEF and FiberLocator will continue to have a relationship following the acquisition. We feel that the
new partnership will allow FiberLocator to grow with additional data
and features,” said Mike Murphy,
NEF CEO.

Major Investment Needed in Deep
Fiber, Says Deloitte

In order to meet the coming needs of wireless densification, increased
broadband competition and expanded coverage in rural and underserved
areas, as much as $130 to $150 billion of fiber investment must be made
in the U.S. during the next five to seven years, according to analysts at
Deloitte Consulting LLP. The research firm expects the investment to derive
from a variety of sources including traditional communications service providers, financial investors and public-private partnerships.

Required Fiber Infrastructure Investment

Frontier Has Enough
Fiber, Says CEO

With its business-focused services
division up and rolling, combined with
the recent flurry of acquisitions of late,
many surmised that Frontier would be
enhancing its fiber network by acquiring other assets. Frontier, however,
has the the necessary fiber assets in
place to serve enterprises, said CEO
Dan McCarthy, and does not need to
purchase additional fiber to reach its
business service revenue goals.
“We feel good about the fact
that we have 4.5 million households
that we can serve with fiber, and all
the fiber that is in the network that
enables a lot of the commercial opportunities that Ken Arndt’s team are
going after,” McCarthy told investors
during the telco’s second quarter
call. “We’re not really looking to do
anything at this point.”
The company plans to focus its
network capital spending on expanding Ethernet and VoIP capacity to
support commercial and wholesale
carrier opportunities. It plans to leverage a mix of its direct and indirect
sales channels.
Frontier currently sits in the 11th
spot on Vertical Systems Group’s latest on-net fiber Leaderboard and is
part of a group of retail and wholesale
fiber providers that have 10,000 or
more on-net fiber-lit commercial buildings in the U.S.

56.4

Millions of people who have
gigabit broadband access
in the U.S., or 17% of the
population, according to
new counts by test and
measurement vendor Viavi.
That’s the highest number
of people in any country in
the world.
Source: Deloitte Consulting
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Zettabytes

Finger Lakes
Positioned for Future
with FirstLight Deal
By Tara Seals

F

inger Lakes Technologies Group (FLTG),
which serves business customers in New York
and Pennsylvania through its fiber network,
is about to supercharge its market position
and the opportunities for its channel partners, thanks
to its upcoming consolidation with FirstLight Fiber.
– including hosted voice, routing
FirstLight plans to acand switching, wireless and video
quire FTLG in a move that
(via Cisco Spark) – all delivered
will merge FLTG’s privately
from its two NOCs, in Boston and
owned fiber-optic network,
Rochester, N.Y. The company
which spans nearly 2,500
also is teeing up a managed seroute miles in New York
Paul Griswold
curity offering.
State and Pennsylvania,
“As a technology provider, value
with FirstLight’s more than 9,500 route
added reseller and Cisco Premier
mile fiber network. FirstLight recently
Certified Partner, our company has
announced similar transactions with
taken much pride in developing cusOxford Networks and Sovernet Comtom communications and data netmunications as well, and the resulting
working solutions to meet customers’
total combined company will have a
specific business needs,” Griswold
portfolio of data, internet, data center,
said. “This acquisition expands the
cloud and voice services, backed by
footprint for our Cisco services and
locally based service and support, dehosted phone products, which partlivered across almost 15,000 miles of
ners can combine with the local loop,
network fiber in seven different states.
all from one company. Also, we’re
Its head count will swell as well, to tonot reselling anyone’s service or
tal around 450 employees.
package because we develop these
“For over a century, FLTG has
built solid, long-standing relationships ourselves in-house with our team of
Cisco engineers.”
with its customers by consistently ofFor FirstLight’s part, the company
fering its expertise, responsiveness,
is equally bullish.
flexibility and innovation,” said FLTG
“Together we can bring more to
president and CEO Paul H. Griswold.
the table,” said Jessica Nava, FLTG’s
“By combining operations with Firstdirector of business development.
Light, we are starting an exciting new
“We have a lot of synergy and
chapter in the FLTG story.”
work with a lot of the same channel
The acquisition also will include
partners, but together we can offer
FLTG’s Cisco-based managed serthem more to sell,” continued Nava.
vices, which will become available
“Before, we only offered our fiber
across the combined company’s footnetwork and services, but now we
print, thus expanding the opportunican offer the Cisco side. For partners
ties for channel partners to combine
serving many of our customers, estransport and managed services
pecially in the fast-growing university
together. The company will offer a
and healthcare markets, the opporturange of offerings in this department

nity to get into services will dramatically
change their value proposition.”
Channel partners will continue to earn
recurring revenue, and Griswold said that
the opportunities are moving upstream.
“We are doing more and more in
financial services, universities, the hospital space and in telemedicine, where they
need reliable bandwidth backed by service level agreements,” he said. “Lately,
there’s been a much larger enterprise
focus, and selling, say, a 15,000-seat
phone system, is not uncommon now.
We’re also attracting great expertise –
we recently hired a new senior director of
Cisco solutions, who was at Cisco for 17
years but decided to come to us because
of the growth opportunities.”
Once the deal closes, sometime
between late August and early October,
the integration will begin. The company
expects to retain all of its employees
– though those workers may be redeployed to new areas or groups – because
it will set about growing its portfolio of
services even further.
“It’s too early to understand where
everyone will be positioned since we can’t
start to migrate until the closure of the
deal,” said Griswold. “However, integration should be quick. We have network
engineers all over the place, and we’ll be
combining all forces, including those retained from Oxford and Sovernet.”
Nava noted that the combined
company will maintain its penchant for
high-touch customer service and partner
support. The cornerstone of how the
company serves its customers is being
involved in the community, with local
sales and local support. As the company
gets bigger, it is taking steps to ensure
that it continues to maintain that local
presence, which is a big differentiation
point against some of the larger players
in the market.
“Yes, this is a merger and yes we’ll
be bigger, but nowhere near the size of
some others,” she said. “It’s important to
us to maintain our personal touch, our
family feel and community-oriented corporate culture.” o
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LANtelligence Kicks Off
Channel Program
Unified communications solutions
provider LANtelligence has launched a
channel program using a hybrid solution provider/master agency model.
LANtelligence looks to grow a channel of
individual agents and managed service
providers interested in upstreaming their
sales of cloud communications solutions.
The program’s portfolio includes
ShoreTel, PureCloud by Genesys,
VeloCloud and 8×8 solutions. Partners
can access in-house resources across
sales engineering, project management, network design and deployment,
solution programming, integration
and custom software development,
field technical resources, training and
round-the-clock ongoing support.
“We see a fantastic opportunity for
our agent and MSP partners in the
contact center as-a-service mid-market
sector,” said LANtelligence CEO Martin Tracey. “This is as a space were
LANtelligence is focusing its extensive
contact center experience and expertise for this new channel. This market
offers less competition and bigger payouts for our channel partners.”

BullsEye Enhances SD-WAN,
Networking Portfolio
BullsEye Telecom has partnered
with SD-WAN market leader VeloCloud
to enhance its existing SD-WAN solution to deliver a suite of fully managed
networking functions. BullsEye SDWAN, a VeloCloud Powered solution,
is the latest addition to the brand’s
managed network portfolio.
“This SD-WAN offering solidifies
our ability to offer prospects and our
base of clients with nationally distributed locations, an agile cloud-delivered
network that supports more intelligent
use of broadband internet connectivity,” said CEO, William H. Oberlin.
BullsEye SD-WAN provides the entire middle mile connecting the Internet
to client locations effectively helping
BullsEye manage bandwidth hungry56
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applications. “We are now better
equipped to guarantee a best-in-class
user experience for voice, UC/video
collaboration and other multi-media
applications,” adds Oberlin.

CNSG Adds Inky Email
Security to Portfolio
Master agent CNSG is now offering
Inky Phish Fence for Microsoft Office
365 to its partners and their customers.
Inky Phish Fence protects Microsoft
Office 365 users against spear-phishing
and other email-based attacks. It works
as an add-in right within Outlook, giving users detailed information about
email-based threats and providing both
protection and training.
A security add-in for Microsoft Office
365, Inky Phish Fence installs seamlessly and is zero-administration,
requiring no migration or changes to
back-end DLP, e-discovery or other
systems, said the company. It acts like
a cybersecurity expert sitting next to
each user, analyzing that person’s mail.
Users see specific feedback about
each email, including sender profiles
of legitimate emails and warnings
about emails that are suspicious. Inky
Phish Fence warns of domain and
brand forgery attempts, emails claiming to be internal that are actually
external, legitimate-looking “typo domains” and fraudulent links.

scalable, reliable next-generation Ethernet solutions from its One Marketplace
platform, said the company.
“We see Ethernet as the foundation
for new models of design and service
delivery, such as our Hybrid WAN and
SD-WAN,” said Tony Thakur, chief
technology officer, Global Capacity.

Cybereason Debuts Global
Channel Program
Endpoint security specialist Cybereason has launched its Global Partner
Program, with initial focus on valueadded resellers, managed service providers, system integrators and technology alliance partners in the Americas,
EMEA and APAC. Partners can range in
size from smaller strategic cybersecurity
resellers to large global providers, said
the company.
Cybereason also has hired Gregg
Henebry as vice president of channels.
He brings 20 years of sales and technology experience, most recently as
vice president of worldwide channels
at Fuze. “We’re incentivizing [partners]
with a great program, and our technology scales from small environments of
1,000 or fewer endpoints to several million endpoints,” said Henebry.
The channel program will feature three
tiers. Cybereason’s ecosystem consists of
its Total Endpoint Protection Platform and
a range of security partners.

Global Capacity Receives
Ethernet Certification

RedLock Enters Cloud
Security Channel

Global Capacity has achieved Metro
Ethernet Forum (MEF) Carrier Ethernet
(CE) 2.0 Certification for its Ethernet EAccess services available from One Marketplace. CE 2.0 Certification confirms
Global Capacity’s ability to deliver carrier
class local, national and global Ethernet
services with standardized interconnection, manageability and class of service.
The certification also demonstrates
Global Capacity’s ability to work with
carriers, managed services providers
and other business application providers in a cooperative fashion to deliver

RedLock announced its new CloudView Channel Program that enables
partners to offer a comprehensive cloud
security solution. The RedLock Cloud 360
platform reportedly can be deployed in
minutes allowing partners to quickly demonstrate value and significantly shorten
sales cycles, said Mike Gesnaldo, RedLock regional vice president.
The program offers generous margins, streamlined enablement and
turnkey marketing programs, said the
company, which plans to drive “all sales
through the channel.”
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Register at WISPAPALOOZA.com

$25 Off Full Conference with Discount Code CVMWP17

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
• Collocated Events & Training - Pre-show on Saturday, Sunday, Monday.
Post-show on Friday & Saturday
• Master Monday - 10 deep dive 3-4 hour sessions on a variety of topics
• 60 Business, Technical, Marketing, Financial, Human Resources,
Infrastructure and Regulatory tracks (Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday)
• Fiber Bootcamp Events (Thursday & Friday)
• Exhibition Hall (Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday)
• Annual Awards Dinner
ALL-SUITE HOTEL & CASINO
LAS VEGAS
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“With the adoption of public cloud
infrastructure expected to grow exponentially in the coming years, organizations
need a cloud-native approach to protect
an environment that’s constantly changing. RedLock is the only company providing the level of holistic security, compliance and visibility necessary for this
ephemeral environment,” said Gesnaldo.

Axcient and eFolder
Announce Merger
eFolder, a provider of data protection solutions for the IT channel,
and Axcient, which provide DRaaS
solutions, announced their merger.
The companies believe the combination brings together innovators with
a shared belief in simplifying the way
businesses protect data, ensure IT
infrastructure availability and maximize
employee productivity.
The combined entity will continue
operations in Denver, Colo.; Mountain
View, Calif.; Austin, Texas; and Smolensk, Russia. The combined compa-

nies count more than 100 team members in R&D and more than 50,000 customers and 400,000 endpoints under
management. Matt Nachtrab has been
named CEO of the combined companies, with Kevin Hoffman as CTO and
Justin Moore as chief strategy officer.

Sandler Recovers
$3M-plus in Commissions
Sandler Partners’ Commissions Integrity Program, which proactively audits
commissions and SPIF payments, has
directly recovered more than $3 million
for agent partners, and many times that
in future commissions payments, since
the program was introduced in January
2013, announced the company.
“Congrats to our Commissions
Team for reaching this milestone,” said
Curt Allen, president of channel for
Sandler Partners. “The impact of this
program across our base of agent partners speaks to just how widespread
compensation errors are in our space.
More than 70 percent of our partners
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Jabra Launches New
Channel Partner Program
Audio and communications technology specialist Jabra announced
the launch of the Jabra One Partner
Program and appointment of Cheryle
Walline as head of channels, public
sector and SME in North America.
The program, which will roll out globally in 2017, establishes two partner
tiers. Premium Partners benefit from
expanded support, customized agreements, dedicated account management and business investment funding
as appropriate to grow their business.
 Through the program all partners
have access to Jabra’s new online portal that features a variety of sales and
marketing resources. o
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have received true-ups, and virtually
all of our partners have benefited from
system-wide errors caught and corrected in our proactive audits.”
Sandler Partners said it continues
to expand its Commissions Team.
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